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letter from the editor

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

First of all, let us wish you
a great new year and all
the best for 2020! We
hope you had an opportunity to recharge your
batteries in this break
between the end of the
old year and the beginning
of the new one. Given the
challenges that await us in
this market going forward,
the more energy you have
the better. The industry is
moving and changing faster than ever, and you need
to be prepared for the
upcoming twists and turns
in the road. This is where
we come in. EAN wants
to offer all the information
that are necessary to be
prepared for what’s next in
this market. You don’t have
to be a clairvoyant to see
that this year is going to
hold new developments for
all of us. Some of them are
already pretty obvious: the
continued rise of the sex
dolls, for instance, or sex
tech. Moreover, pundits
will probably continue to
argue the pros and cons of
exclusive distribution, and
maybe there will be more
mergers and take-overs
as well. And then, there
are those changes and
developments that none or very few - of us can see
coming right now. Those
are the most exciting ones.
And you’ll read about them
here first, in EAN.
That‘s it for this month!
Randolph Heil
Matthias Poehl

We-Vibe Chorus
We-Vibe launches new flagship couples’ vibrator
Ottawa, Canada - We-Vibe launches new flagship couples’ vibrator, We-Vibe Chorus, the
most advanced and intuitive pleasure product for couples. Chorus showcases the latest in
sex-tech to kick-off 2020.

C

horus brings innovation to the
bedroom with an intuitive Squeeze
Remote, responsive Touch-sense technology and a new connectivity standard
that ensures couples stay connected.
Retailers worldwide can pre-order Chorus
now from their authorized WOW Tech
distributor. “Our focus in creating We-Vibe Chorus was to bring couples a more
intuitive, smarter pleasure experience,”
says We-Vibe brand manager, Stephanie
Keating. “Chorus’ new Squeeze Remote
translates a simple, natural gesture - a
squeeze - into more pleasure. The new
Touch-sense feature uses advanced
sensors to respond to body movements
in the moment. And, our new AnkorLink
technology ensures couples never lose
connection.” Chorus’ Squeeze Remote
is designed for the most natural human
response for a closer, more sensual
experience. The tighter the squeeze,
the stronger the vibration. Releasing the
grip reduces the vibration. The Squeeze
Remote also features standard buttons
to change modes or adjust the intensity.
A first in responsive technology, Chorus
features unique touch-sensitive receptors
that allow body movements to control
the vibrations. When paired to the WeConnect app, Touch-sense offers three
different modes for the best pleasure experience. When a couple touches or mo03

ves against the sensor,
the vibration
changes,
creating a
natural
rise
and fall
that leads to epic experiences together.
Chorus is the first We-Vibe product
powered with AnkorLink technology.
AnkorLink creates the most stable
connection between Chorus and the
We-Connect app and makes sure the
signal never drops off in the heat of the
moment. AnkorLink enhances the traditional Bluetooth connection by bypassing
current Bluetooth connectivity challenges created by the water content of the
human body. The Squeeze Remote is the
anchor between Chorus and We-Connect
and should be kept close by for the best
connection. Chorus is adjustable to allow
for a custom fit. There are two adjustable
points to better target the G-spot and
clitoris with more or less pressure. Chorus
fits comfortably in place, even when
changing positions during sex. Waterproof
and rechargeable, Chorus charges in 90
minutes, for up to 2 hours of play. We-Vibe
Chorus retails for 199€ / £179 / CHF 229
MSRP, comes with a two-year manufacturer’s warranty and is available in three
colors – Purple, Cosmic Pink and Blue.
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New AQUAglide products now offer

a 3-dimensional shopping experience
JOYDIVISION
Hanover, Germany - Original AQUAglide is known as Europe‘s most popular and awarded
lubricant brand. With AQUAglide long-time users combine crystal clear, pleasantly sensitive
and skin-friendly quality.

F

rom now on, the packaging of the latest AQUAglide products is also a haptic experience. JOYDIVISION is always
looking for unique selling points for its
branded products. With the novelties of
AQUAglide the haptic sense is stimulated
immediately already with the purchase.
Sales psychologists have discovered that
contact with the hands plays an important
role and can be an important amplifier
or even a decisive trigger for a purchase. The refined labels can be
touched in the dark. With this new

New Design-Feature

NOW WITH

EFFECT

feature, lovers can be sure that they are
always holding the right lubricant in their
hands. The new smart size packaging
AQUAglide liquid 50 ml and AQUAglide
neutral 75 ml in practical pump
dispensers and the new AQUAglide
Massage + Glide Spa 2in1 all-rounders
will now carry the new labels. Further
products will follow. The new
„bestsellers“, produced as usual in
Germany, are also water-soluble, fat-free
and condom-safe. Dermatological tests
guarantee a high skin friendliness.

More Naghi Numbers
Axel, The Netherlands - Clients may know
the Naghis No 1 until No 33 already.
Recently numbers 35 till 40 were added,
being 5 duo vibrators and a vibrating
egg. Naghi No 35 is duo vibrator with
smooth curvy shapes and tapered tips.
This vibrator has two motors and three
points of pleasure. To reach the G-spot
the main shaft has a slightly curved tip.
Naghi No 36 & No 37 – Swan & Light-up:
New additions to the Naghi collection in
black. A stylish swan shaped Pleasure
Egg and a Duo Vibrator with a butterfly.
The vibrating egg comes with 10 vibration
functions and of course and easy to
use wireless remote control, with a
08

12 meter reach. The duo vibrator has a
chrome look shaft that illuminates in blue
light on the rhythm of the vibes. Naghi No
38, No 39 & No 40 – Butterfly & Rabbits:
Bright colours, attractive design and
functionality to satisfy users who want
more than just basic vibes. The new Naghi
Duo Vibrators have 2 motors, 10 vibrations
and exciting extras like rotating motions
or a thrusting mode and an acceleration
boost to shift to the highest level of
vibrations instantly. Where is No 34 in this
story, you may wonder? It will be there,
in the good company of two more toys,
because the numbers 41 and 42 are
expected as well. 
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 1 / 2 0 2 0
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deluxe

Soft touch grip
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ET is created with the high-quality lace and
feels great when worn. “When you choose
from the ‘Inspired By Love’ collection, you can
be sure you are getting products that help boost
your confidence,” says Tadas Baliutavicius,
CEO of TET Lingerie. “We care about what you
wear and that’s why we use the best fabrics.”
TET Lingerie is a line of erotic apparel that
combines luxurious mesh and delicate lace with
alluring, fashion-forward designs, to entice all
the senses. Ranging from long peignoirs to
revealing teddies, the Inspired By Love
collection has something for every preference.
TET products are designed for active lifestyles
and adventurous spirits. Not only does TET
feature daring designs and Turkish fabrics and
lace, it also it also comes in beautiful packaging
to reflect the brand. Stylish packaging provides
women on the go with a wealth of information
related to the product in seconds. It also
allows the product to be displayed on any
fixture at any department store or boutique.
TET’s collection is currently offered in a
range of S/M 36/38, L/XL 40/42 and
XXL/XXXL 44/46.			
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Pipedream debuts ‘Her Ultimate Pleasure’

in special 24k Gold Luxury Edition
Limited edition

Chatsworth, USA - Pipedream Products is shipping Her Ultimate Pleasure 24k Gold Luxury
Edition, a limited-edition version of their multi-award-winning all-in-one pleasure device.

D

esigned for luxe gift-giving during the
holiday and romance seasons, Her
Ultimate Pleasure 24k Gold Luxury Edition
is crafted from bold red silicone with
24-karat gold accents and packaged in
a sophisticated black box perfect for that
special someone. Her Ultimate Pleasure
combines the familiar sensation of vibration with sensitivity-boosting clitoral pump
suction and a sweeping silicone ‚tongue‘
that emulates the sensation of receiving
oral sex. With 4 powerful motors, 3 suction patterns, 7 tongue motion/vibration
patterns, and 10 vibration patterns, Her
Ultimate Pleasure 24k Gold Luxury Edition
has all the award-winning features that
consumers love from the original, plus
the strikingly rich red color with gold trim
for a stunning visual experience. The new
edition comes complete with a deluxe
travel bag and luxury gift box ideal for
any special occasional. “Fantasy for Her
was inspired by women who want to take

control of their pleasure and Her Ultimate Pleasure remains one of our most
asked-for products, which is what led to
this brand-new luxury edition,” Pipedream
Products Chief Design Officer Kristian
Broms said. “Her Ultimate Pleasure has
own three awards worldwide and has
been a viral hit online, and we wanted to
celebrate the success with a next-level
version. Her Ultimate Pleasure 24k Gold
Luxury Edition is bright, bold and eyecatching with all the bells and whistles
shoppers expect from a high-end pleasure device.” Since its debut earlier this year,
Her Ultimate Pleasure has been named
Sex Toy of the Year by StorErotica, Product
of the Year by EAN, and Product of the
Year by Sign. Each Her Ultimate Pleasure
24k Gold Luxury Edition comes complete
with a vaginal pump attachment, a nipple
pump attachment, a tongue sleeve, a
luxury travel bag, and a magnetic USB
Charging Cord.

Wadgassen, Germany - Hunter is a
masturbator with an innovative and
ergonomic shape. The product is
equipped with knobs to stimulate the
head of the penis. Hunter’s powerful
motor is offering ten different vibrating functions. Hunter is made of flexible, smooth
and odorless silicone.

Because of this material Hunter fits
most penis sizes.The new masturbator
is easy to clean, waterproof and
rechargeable. For orders or further
questions regarding MALESATION,
please contact ST RUBBER’s customer
service on 06834 4006-0 or
send an e-mail to info@st-rubber.de 

Hunter – MALESATION presents new masturbator
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New Happy Rabbit remote

control toys hit the shelves
Lovehoney

Bath, England - Lovehoney B2B is excited to
launch the next phase of Happy Rabbit products
to the market - including three new remote

Remote Controlled
Love Bullet

controlled vibrators, a cock ring, a love egg and a

0595268 0000

knicker vibe.

I
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ntroducing the
power of the
Happy Rabbit
vibrators to a
brand new remote
control range, the
new products are
perfect for couples to play together. Each
product features a whopping 30 vibration
settings for users to explore and are 100%
waterproof and USB rechargable to use
anytime, anywhere. Happy Rabbit
Remote Control Cock Ring - Giving hareraising pleasure for two, the new Happy
Rabbit Cock Ring introduces the iconic bunny
ears with a 30 speed ring for the ultimate
in hands-free fun. As well as being 100%
waterproof and USB rechargeable, the bullet
can also be slid out of the sleeve for clitoral
play. Happy Rabbit Remote Control Love
Egg Vibrator - Designed with couples in
mind, users can explore 30 thrilling vibration
modes, either at home or roaming free with
the remote control, and discover new ways to
play together. Happy Rabbit One Size Remote
Control Knicker Vibrator - Combining powerful
rabbit power with sexy lingerie, the Happy
Rabbit Knicker Vibrator simply burrows into
the knickers provided, available in both base
and plus size, to offer breathtaking pleasure,
anytime, anywhere. 
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Vibe Pad –

a new kind of external stimulation
New at ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - The prototype was one of the highlights at ORION Wholesale’s trade
fair stand at this year’s eroFame – and now it is finally available: the sensational Vibe Pad.

T

he design of the remote-controlled
love pad is anatomically perfect and
it is reminiscent of a mouse pad with a
lot of hidden power: the slim vibrating
pad is made out of silicone with a soft
touch texture and has two anatomically
shaped stimulation waves that are
perfectly adapted to vagina and anus.
Both waves have a motor with seven
powerful vibration modes – they can
be controlled separately. The included
remote control makes the handling
extremely easy. The Vibe Pad is parti-

The design of the remote-controlled
love pad is anatomically perfect

cularly user-friendly and intuitive: It just
has to be placed on a chair and can
then be enjoyed sitting and completely
hands-free. It can also stimulate the
testicles and perineum. All you have to
do is sit down, switch it on and enjoy! A
bit of water-based lubricant guarantees
slippery fun and eases the stimulation
during use. The Vibe Pad is delivered
in high-quality packaging that has item
descriptions in various languages on it.
It is waterproof and can also be used for
wet and wild games in the bathroom.

EDC Wholesale offers

free downloads of house brand media packs

Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC
Wholesale launched a website with
downloadable media packs from all EDC
House Brands. Retailers can download
brand logos, videos, images, posters, etc
and use it to promote the brands online
and offline in their shop. The wholesaler
launched brands.edcwholesale.com at
the 2019 eroFame trade convention and
received many positive responses from
its customer base. “Our customers are
very pleased to find everything in one
place”, said Evertine Visser, Marketing
Manager at EDC Wholesale. “The website
offers media packs for all our house
14

brands. All the promotional materials that
are designed by our artwork team are
available for our customers to set up their
own marketing campaigns to promote
the brands. Since the launch of the new
website, we’ve seen tremendous growth
in visitors each day. Customers are finding
their way to the website and experience
it to be easily accessible.” Besides media
packs from the EDC house brands, the
website also offers the company’s catalog
with the newest brands and products and
the latest edition to EDC Magazine with
interesting company news and behind the
scenes stories. 
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 1 / 2 0 2 0

AMORELIE signs distribution
deal with IMbesharam
For India
Berlin, Germany - AMORELIE has partnered up
with Besharam offering a selection of AMORELIE
own brands on the IMbesharam.com website.

“W

e are
beyond
excited to bring
to India, an
exciting, fresh
and gorgeous
brand like AMORELIE. I met their team – Mira
Waidelich and Natalia Sapkevych – at XBIZ
Berlin Retreat in 2019 and I was impressed
with how well they have manufactured the
products, packaged them and showcase them
in their catalogues,” IMbesharam COO
Raj Armani stated. “This is a great mix for our
own brand and will compliment our approach
and vision of bringing quality products and
reputable brands for Indian hands. I also
appreciate the quality of service and support
Natalia brings to the relationship and the work
Mira put in to get us very attractive prices for
Indian market. At this time, the AMORELIE lines
we are stocking are KINK, BOHO, CUPE, Miss
V and entire body care line and sexual wellness
items that are available at AMORELIE.” Natalia
Sapkevych, Sales Manager at AMORELIE said:
“Good relationships are the key to our
happiness. AMORELIE has been always keen
on enhancing the love lives of couples and
singles. Now that we started our cooperation
with IMbesharam, we are excited to fulfill this
mission in India with a wide range of premium
toys. Although we are only at the beginning,
it is a great pleasure to work with such
professionals as Raj and his team.”
15
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A shady new collection

from Male Power
Dark Nite

Hauppauge, USA - The mysteries of the dark are embodied in Dark Nite,
a sexy and secretive new collection from Male Power.

D

isplay your powers in the after hours
with this sleek undergarment made
from airy, breathable micro mesh.
The ultra light fabric offers exceptional
stretch for unmatched comfort. A deluxe
branded and printed elastic waist band,
paired with plush leg bands, let your
partner know that you wear only the
best. Heading to the gym? Dark Nite
features a full pouch with striped side

Dark Nite is made airy,
breathable micro mesh

Feelztoys introduces

inserts, and the long leg bike short and
hooded tank provide modest coverage
for workouts, the locker room or the
lounge. Choose from four styles:
Hoodie Tank, Long leg Short, the classic
Jock and the popular Thong. The entire
line is available for immediate shipment
in classy, Male Power packaging.
Daytime or nighttime, Dark Nite is
pitch black perfection.

remote controlled Motion Love Balls

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands The Motion Love Balls from Feelztoys
are playful and exciting cone balls. They
move and rotate to give women good
vibrations. And because they are
whisper-quiet and waterproof, women
can use them everywhere – even in
public. Because the remote control has

a range of 15 meters, women can also
seek out temptation and excitement with
their partner outside the house. And
they can also use the love balls for solo
play. With the 7 vibration patterns and
a usage time of 1.5 hours they can find
excitement in any direction! There are
two variations: Twisty and Jivy. 

BeauMents presents a new couples’ toy –

Twosome Fun

Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER’s
successful house brand BeauMents is
expanding: from now on ‘Twosome Fun’
is available. This is a cock & ball ring in an
ergonomic shape. The ring is also equipped with clitoris teaser. Two powerful but
52

quiet motors provide 10 different vibrating
functions. ‘Twosome Fun’ is made of
flexible Silikon and ABS. The materials are
smooth, odorless and easy to clean. The
product is waterproof, rechargeable and
also equipped with a remote control.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 1 / 2 0 2 0

The Womanizer Liberty Anniversary

is now available from ORION Wholesale
Strictly limited

Flensburg, Germany - Five years of Womanizer, five years of Pleasure Air technology, five years filled with orgasms –
now that’s a reason to celebrate!

A

stimulates with pulsating pressure
waves in 6 intensities that can be
controlled easily with 2 buttons. The
Womanizer Liberty Anniversary is
waterproof and can be recharged via
USB cable with magnetic pin. It is
delivered with two different stimulation heads, one magnetic pin USB cable and
an instruction manual in various languages.

limited edition of the Womanizer Liberty
Anniversary in pearl white is now available
from ORION Wholesale. The strictly limited
Womanizer Liberty Anniversary with the reliable
Pleasure Air technology is perfect for on the go
and when travelling thanks to the handy size
and the magnetic cover for safe storage. Like
all other Womanizers, it provides contactless
stimulation of the clitoris: It sucks and
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B OOST YOU R S EX UAL DESIRE
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EDC Wholesale invests

in new packing machine
12.000 packages per day
Veendam, The Netherlands – EDC Wholesale‘s invested in a new packing machine, which
had a successful test-run during the Black Friday madness.

T

he machine has a capacity of 12.000
packages per day and makes each
package the exact height of the products inside, which saves 46% air in the
packages. This results in smaller packages, leaving more space in the trucks:
25% more loading volume to be precise.
Eric Idema, CEO at EDC Wholesale
commented on the new investment: „The
packing machine has a huge impact on
our logistics operations. The machine
can’t replace human brainpower. All our
orders are still manually „picked“ as it is
called, and also placed manually in the
shipping boxes. The biggest impact that
the packing machine has is lowering the
workload. We can handle peak moments
whistling, with our warehouse staff having extra time to focus on

delivering quality. For example, by
checking all orders and giving that little
bit of extra love. We had our first huge
peak moment during the Black Friday
madness and we wouldn‘t be able to
ship as many packages as we did if it
wasn‘t for the packing machine that was
running non stop all day.“ The packing
machine has also an impact on the
environment. Saving 25% of loading
volume means a reduction of 100 tons
CO2 on an annual basis. Customers
also benefit from this investment, as they
get an even better service. Products are
packed more firmly, which means they are
better protected along the way. Whether
they are shipped to the retailers directly or
dropshipped to their customers, they can
rely on a secure delivery.

Orgie is releasing Acqua Croccante
Sakura & Acqua Croccante Monoi

Caldas da Rainha, Portugal - Orgie
Company has launched new products
in the final days of 2019. The unique
sensorial massage experience delivered
by Acqua Croccante Strawberry offers
two new delightful fragrances. Acqua
Croccante Sakura, the cherry blossom
to which Orgie Company just could not
resist to surrender to the Japanese
inspiration with this famous delicate

Acqua Crocante is now available
in three different fragrances

54

floral and fruity fragrance. Acqua
Croccante Monoi, the word means
‘scent oil’ in Tahitian; it is an infused
perfume-oil made from soaking the petal
of Tahitian gardenias (also known as
Tiare flower) with coconut oil, purely
French Polynesian inspiration used in perfumes as well as in skin and hair products
because of its rich moisturizing characteristic. It has a tropical and floral scent. 
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 1 / 2 0 2 0

Cuties – Extremely cute Mini Vibrators
New from ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - The mini vibrators ‚Cuties‘ from You2Toys are now available
from ORION Wholesale in five different colours and shapes.

T

he elegant, pastel-coloured Cuties are
small, as light as a feather and also easy to
hold. They have a very soft surface and can be
recharged with the included USB cable. These
extremely cute mini vibrators made out of
silicone are the perfect vibrators for beginners
and are also ideal as travel buddies for the next
vacation, as a discreet sex toy for the handbag
or as a hidden pocket pleaser under the pillow.

Their elegant design and the soft pastel colours
will have any woman fall for them. They also
have a powerful motor with 7 stimulating
vibration modes to tease and please any
sensitive spot of the body. The ‚Cuties‘ from
You2Toys are delivered in pastel-coloured
packaging that has a soft layout and item
descriptions in various languages on it. It can
also be hung up with the hanger in the middle.

ean EROTIX
Award 2019
BDSM Brand
of the Year
STEAMY SHADES
by ST RUBBER

The dark
grey secrets
of passion.

STEAMY SHADES
Adjustable Nipple
Clamps and
Tweezer Clit Clamp

STEAMY SHADES
Harness Gift Set

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de
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Wigs and Nipple Stickers

from Cottelli Collection Accessoires
ORION Wholesale

Flensburg, Germany - From now on, ORION Wholesale also offers wigs and nipple stickers
under the label of Cottelli Collection Accessoires.

S

exy role plays are becoming more
and more popular and wigs are
the perfect accessory to complete
the erotic transformation: whether it is
transforming into a playful lolita, platinum
blonde vamp, red-haired dominatrix or
lascivious seductress with a long, black
mane – wigs emphasize and change the
character. Eleven different models are
now available under the label of Cottelli
Collection Accessoires. They come in

ORION Wholesale now offers wigs
and nipple stickers under the label of
Cottelli Collection Accessoires

sturdy packaging in two different sizes
that can be stood up or hung up with the
hanger in the middle. ORION Wholesale
now also offers a selection of nipple
stickers under the label of Cottelli
Collection Accessoires. These stickers
add the finishing touch to a perfect
striptease. They are classy, sexy and
mysterious and also a very seductive
eye-catcher when worn ‚solo‘. The
collection is rounded off by garters.

eroFame reports record number of visitors
Hanover, Germany - As the organizers
of eroFame informed after a thorough,
system-guided evaluation of all data,
the trade fair was able to register a new
record number of visitors this year. At
the beginning of October, a total of 3184
members of the trade, including retailers,
wholesalers, manufacturers and media
representatives, attended the show in
Hall 27 at the Hanover Exhibition Centre.
The number of 2128 trade-visitors was
also higher than in previous years. The
international popularity of eroFame 2019
is also particularly remarkable. A total
of 814 different companies from 57
56

countries travelled to Hanover, making
eroFame one of the most international
leading trade fairs for the erotic trade.
“It’s great that the eroFame has been
so well received again this year,” says
Wieland Hofmeister, Managing Director
of mediatainment productions GmbH,
which is responsible for eroFame.
“Not only were we able to welcome
more people than ever before, but
the fair is also becoming more colourful
and international every year. Therefore,
the eroFame can be regarded as
one of the big, global fairs of the
erotic industry!” 
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Steve Sav joined

Evolved Novelties
Growing sales team

Los Angeles, USA - Evolved Novelties is thrilled to
announce that Steve Sav is joining the company,
effective immediately.

H

e makes the move after
fifteen years of sales and
management experience at
Pipedream Products, and
ten years of buying clout
with companies like Spencer
Gifts, Claire’s and QVC. Sav
is nominated for ETO Adult
Industry Ambassador in 2020,
and feels it’s the perfect
time to join Evolved. “Greg [Alves] has put
together a world-class sales team that is
trusted and respected throughout the adult
novelty industry, and I want to be a part of
that,” says Sav, who received the XBIZ Senior
Leadership Award in 2017. “Also, their toys
are incredible. Evolved is pulling out ahead
each year with new innovations and unique
designs. There’s so much for people to get
excited about in terms of putting new ideas
on the shelf.”
Sav brings his international expertise to the
job, having managed not only accounts in
the U.S. and Canada, but also Russia,
Kazakhstan, South Africa and Asia.
“Connecting with people is what I enjoy most,
so I’m laser-focused on the customer’s needs
and meeting their expectations. I’ve done
store trainings and presentations for groups of
five to 150, and they’re always eye-opening,
always helpful. There’s nothing like getting
in front of the customer at a brick and
mortar store.”
Tomatenmarkt 1 | 1681 PH Zwaagdijk | The Netherlands
T. +31 (0)228 82 00 00 | info@eropartner.com

WWW.EROPARTNER.COM
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CalExotics scores

double for Creativity Awards
Packaging design convinced the jury

Ontario, USA- CalExotics won two 2019 Creativity International Awards. A Silver
Creativity Award for the Jack Rabbit Signature collection and a Gold Creativity Award
for the In Touch Dynamic Trio and Passion Trio sets.

E

ach collection is recognized for its
packaging design in the Health &
Beauty Packaging category. Since 1970,
the Creativity International Design Awards
is one of the longest-running, independent advertising, and graphic design
competition in the USA. CalExotics has
been awarded a Creativity International
Award for its packaging design nine
times. CalExotics’ Jack Rabbit Signature
collection is a customer favorite because
it makes new leaps and bounds in the
bedroom. These sophisticated massagers
take a new spin on an original favorite
with bright and bold colors, soft and sleek
styles, and high-intensity functions. The
Jack Rabbit Signature design incorporates three stunning treatments across
its packaging, including a foil treatment
used to create an eye-catching 3-D Jack
Rabbit logo, a UV pattern treatment to
give the package a fun, bright finish, and
an emboss treatment that both looks
and feels luxurious. This refined look

enhances the product’s high-end design
and creates a clean, luxury brand.
CalExotics’ In Touch Dynamic Trio and
Passion Trio sets help users to get in
touch with their adventurous side. Both
feature three bold, vivid pink interchangeable attachments and one premium base.
Along with powerful functions, these sets
come in an equally remarkable package. The In Touch box design features a
foil treatment with a sleek metallic font
that outshines the competition even at a
distance. The spot UV treatment included
on the box highlights its greatest assets,
while also featuring an impressive glitter
varnish that creates a holographic effect
on its geometrical design. Both designs
for the two collections include a discreet
keepsake box with a compact design
perfectly sized to fit in tight spaces like in
your nightstand or under your bed. Each
premium box helps keep toys free from
moisture and dust, while also allowing
users to store their device safely.

ST RUBBER is offering free BeauMents poster
Wadgassen, Germany - From now on
retailers can order new Beauments poster
for free in ST Rubber‘s online shop. The
high-quality DIN A1 poster can be used
in retail shops to promote the BeauMents
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brand. For orders or further questions
regarding BeauMents, please contact
ST RUBBER’s customer service on
06834 4006-0 or send an e-mail to
info@st-rubber.de 
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NEW

OPUS MICA

Featuring Germany’s
most popular erotic model

www.mystim.com

Intern. Erotic Award

Sign Award

EAN Erotic Award

XBIZ Award

Best
Manufacturer
2018

Best
BDSM
Toy

Best
BDSM
Toy

BDSM
Pleasure
Products

VENUS 2018

SIGN MAGAZIN 2018

EroFame 2018

XBIZ European Award

EAN Erotic Award

Mystim OPUS MICA

Best
ElektrostimA realistic and high-quality masturbation toy molded
Product
from the vagina of Micaela Schäfer – a sex toy that looks
EroFame 2017

and feels like Germany‘s most famous erotic model.
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Indulge in twice the pleasure

with the GoGasm P&A Balls
New from ORION Wholesale

Flensburg, Germany - The innovative love balls GoGasm P&A Balls are now available from
ORION Wholesale in black and purple.

T

he special feature of these love balls
is that they stimulate vagina and anus
at the same time, which lets their user
indulge in double pleasure ‚to go‘. The
GoGasm P&A Balls are extremely easy
to use: the bigger ball is inserted into the
vagina and the smaller ball into the anus.
The flexible silicone strap adapts to the
body automatically and guarantees that
everything stays in place. When inserted
this way, the balls guarantee twice as
much pleasure thanks to their rotating ball
weights that offer a strong stimulation of

both pleasure tunnels. The GoGasm P&A
Balls strengthen the pelvic floor muscles at the same time and increase the
stretchability of the perineum. This makes
these new love balls an absolute all-round
talent that superbly combines training and
fun. The love balls GoGasm P&A Balls are
delivered in attractive packaging which
allows the customers to see the product.
There are item descriptions in various
languages on the packaging and it can
also be stood up or hung up with the
hanger in the middle.

The CELLMATE - The World’s first app
controlled chastity device

A

msterdam, The Netherlands - “Some
commit themselves to the chastity
game with full dedication. With a daily
playtime routine you might find yourself
in a situation where your sub is not close
by,” Dusedo wonders and poses the
questions: “How do you know you’re
sub is not cheating? Or that a temporary
break is needed for whatever reason?”
All this and more is possible with the
CELLMATE chastity. In combination with
the app for Android and iOS the user
has full control over your sub or multiple
60

subs. The keymaster decides when his
or her sub is released from the CELLMATE. The user can add multiple friends
to his or her account to give control to
another dom, or to change the role-play.
Is is also possible to set a time lock. The
CELLMATE remains locked until the set
time is over. Even the keymaster can not
get the CELLMATE unlocked.
The battery life lasts 8 to 12 months with
normal use and waterproof with an IPX7
rating. Available in Europe at DUSEDO
and in the United States at 665 Leather. 
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Calling professional pleasure seekers!
Europe-wide Sex toy testers wanted
Berlin, Germany - „We masturbate for science,“ says Johanna Rief, Head of Sexual
Empowerment at We-Vibe and Womanizer, two of the world‘s leading providers of
premium sex toys.

T

he brands‘ goal is to develop products that satisfy customer needs
and desires. Both promote innovative,
high-quality sex-tech products that
feature stylish and unique designs. „This
is only possible, if we incorporate the
feedback of customers directly into
product development,“ says Rief. „We
take our job seriously and invest in R&D.
All new products go through several
development and testing phases. From
the alpha testing with 10-20 employees
to the actual product testing with about
100 external testers,“ she adds. In 2019,
We-Vibe and Womanizer launched the
world‘s first professional sex toy tester
panel – the MasturbaTEAM. A thousand
people from around Europe registered for
the tester panel, even before the brands
announced the panel to consumers
officially. The MasturbaTEAM grew by

Johanna Rief, Head of
Sexual Empowerment at
We-Vibe and Womanizer

more than 300% in less than a week.
Registrations are still coming in, so the
tester panel will roll out globally in the
new year.
„Interested parties can register for free
and receive an e-mail as soon as a
product is available that matches their
preferences. Potential testers just need to
provide a few details on their preferences
before receiving their neutral and discreet
package in the mail. This way our testers
can participate depending on their mood,
desire and time,“ explains Rief. What’s
next? You masturbate – for science! Participants are required to fill out a survey
including their honest feedback. The more
honest, the better, to further develop the
products according to consumer needs.
The results of the survey are evaluated
internally and anonymously before going
to the respective departments.

New: Mister B DOUBLE-F Lubricants
Amsterdam, The Netherlands - Mister
B has once again listened to the demands of their customers by releasing
the DOUBLE-F lubricant range…for the
lovers of FF! Newly developed, high-quality formulas, extra thick & slick, extra-long
lasting, available in both water-based
and oil-based varieties and in large size
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packages, Mister B DOUBLE-F is the
perfect lubricant range for long shower
sessions, full body massages and, of
course, heavy (anal) play. With a brand
new anal relaxing spray to further enrich
this range very soon, these versatile
DOUBLE-F lubricants are already available now at wholesale.misterb.com. 
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Aneros signs deal with Durio
Expanding presence in Southeast Asia
Austin, Texas - “We look forward on partnering up with Durio to handle the distribution of
Aneros in the Southeast Asian market.

A

s Aneros is currently thriving in that
region, we are confident Durio will
take it to the next level especially in
countries that are still new in the prostate
arena.” said Brent Aldon, Director of Sales
and Marketing at Aneros. “Durio Asia is
proud to be bestowed the mandate from
Aneros to enter Southeast Asia. We have
much home advantage as a distributor

because we are physically based here.
We have helped many brands penetrate
this tricky part of the world successfully
and will continue to do our very best for
Aneros. Popularity of adult toys have
picked up over recent years and we are
seeing this upward trend to only continue
in the years to come”, explained Jason
Wong, Director at Durio Asia.

Male Power‘s newest style is a ‚rip-off‘

Grip & Rip,
the epitome of
form and function

Hauppauge, USA - Male Power
introduces Grip & Rip, the underwear
that lets you get right to the point.
This easy access garment is made from
Nylon Spandex, and offers four-way
stretch for a pliable, sculpted fit. It also
features a branded, tone-on-tone, plush
elastic waistband for those who are
comfort craving and label conscious. But
the most novel features of Grip & Rip are

the Velcro tabbed closures; they easily
tear away while you’re in the heat of
passion. Use of the convenient waistband grip strap allows for a one-handed
disrobing, best accomplished with a
dramatic flourish.
Choose from three classic styles: Rip Off
Thong, Rip Off Jock and Rip Off Bikini.
All are available for immediate shipment
in attractive, high-end packaging. 

Axel, The Nethertlands - Some products
are appreciated for their every aspect.
They have a good price-quality ratio, great
looks, colours that many customers find
attractive and they perform well. When
lots of customers like, order and restock
these well performing items, Tonga considers them popular items and calls them

‚all-time favorites‘. Retailers and clients
can now recognize the popular products
at Tonga and find them on Tongabv.com
as a separate Dream Toys collection,
appropriately labelled ‚All Time Favorites‘.
The first two toys that got the ‚All Time
Favorites‘ label are a black buttplug and a
black beaded anal plug. 

Tonga‘s ‚All Time Favorites‘
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to the special droplet design
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EDC Wholesale launches

luxurious BLOOM vibrator collection
For the modern woman
Veendam, The Netherlands - BLOOM is designed by EDC Wholesale for the modern woman
and offers a series of four sophisticated and stylish products.

E

ach BLOOM item comes with an
experience pack, which includes a
beautifully designed box with an illustrated
manual, USB charger, silk pouch, and
silk blindfold to fulfill the ultimate self-love
experience. Each item features a unique
swipe technology, which makes it easier
to set up the vibrator in the desirable
speed-mode. Simply turn on the vibrations and choose the favorite pattern
by pressing the button, then swipe your
thumb left or right across the leaves to
turn the vibration speed up or down.
There are five different patterns and five

speeds per pattern. The Orchid, Violet,
Rose and Tulip vibrator are all named after
flowers, which emphasize the BLOOM
theme. All items are made from velvety
silicone and feel smooth on the skin, they
are splash-proof, so they can be used in
the shower, and easy to charge with the
included USB cable. The BLOOM items
come with an extra experience pack and
a pouch to store the products safe and
hygienic. It also comes with an extensive
manual that explains how to operate and
use it, as well as tips for cleaning and
maintaining the vibrator.

Silk’n Tightra
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Introducing
a scientific breakthrough in women’s
intimate wellness: Silk’n’s scientists
have developed a home use device that
employs Bi-Polar RF energy and that is
well known and clinically proven for its
effect on collagen containing tissue. The
Bi-Polar RF energy used in Silk’n Tightra
can tighten and firm the inside and the
outside of the vagina, as well as the pelvic
floor muscles. Women who tried Silk’n
Tightra and their partners report an overall
increase in sexual function and pleasure.
After childbirth or hormonal changes such

Silk’n Tightra can tighten and
firm the inside and the outside
of the vagina,
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as the menopause, a woman’s intimate
part can look and feel different. Drooping
labia, weakened vaginal walls, diminished
pleasure during sex, dryness or urinary
leakage can cause concerns and
insecurity. The revolutionary Silk’n Tightra
employs the clinically tested and proven
Bi-Polar Radiofrequency energy, which is
able to relieve such symptoms without
the need for surgery.
Silk’n Tightra has been specially
developed for use at home and
includes a number of important
safety mechanisms. 
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• Set of 3 love balls
• Perfect for all levels of
pelvic floor exercises
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Three different levels –
perfect for beginners, experienced
users and pelvic floor experts.
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XR Brands adds 6 new items to

‚Thump It‘ Kinetic Stimulator Line
6 new shapes include dildos that let users ‘feel the thump’ anally, vaginally or in a harness
Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands is now shopping six new remote-control shapes from
the innovative Thump It series of anal plugs and dildos made with kinetic technology for a
unique internal “thuddy” sensation.

T

he new release includes three lifelike
dildo shapes – the first time kinetic
tech has been available for vaginal use –
and three new anal plugs, offering retailers
true variety in this unique brand. The
latest additions to the Thump It line
include three new remote-control anal
stimulators: the Kinetic Thumping 7X
Missile Anal Plug with a striking shape
and magnetized movement for intense
stimulation; the Kinetic Thumping 7X
Swirled Anal Plug with a boldly
textured bulb for a swirly sensation;
and the Kinetic Thumping 7X Rippled
Anal Plug with a smooth bulb, subtle
ripples, and a curved tip. Thump It also
now features the brand’s first realistic
remote-control dildo in three satisfying

sizes: the 7X Thumping 7 Inch Dildo, the
7X Thumping 7.5 Inch Dildo, and the 7X
Thumping 8.7 Inch Dildo. Like all Thump
It products, these exciting harnesscompatible dildos have strong suction
cup bases, are suitable for anal or vaginal
use, and feature Thump It’s completely
unique kinetic thumping action, making
them unlike anything else on the market!
These six new items join the three original
Thump It designs: Kinetic Thumping 7X
Medium Anal Plug, Kinetic Thumping 7X
Large Anal Plug, and Kinetic Thumping
7X Prostate Anal Plug. As with all Thump
It products, these designs are rechargeable, waterproof, made with bodysafe premium silicone, and feature seven
powerful functions. .

BeauMents is releasing Doppio Move
Wadgassen, Germany - Doppio Move
is now available in ST RUBBER‘s online
shop (www.strubbi.com). The powerful
vibrator is suitable for couples or for
self-stimulation. Doppio Move convinces
with an innovative and ergonomic design
and has flexible stimulation arms so all
erogenous zones can be set in motion.
The three powerful but quiet motors can
be used together or individually. Each
of them has 10 functions (vibrating and
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pulsating modes). The various functions
can be controlled easily with 2 buttons
(A button or B button). Doppio Move
is made of soft, flexible, odorless and
easy-to-clean silicone. The vibrator is
waterproof, rechargeable and comes with
a satin pouch for storage. For orders or
further questions regarding BeauMents,
please contact ST RUBBER’s customer
service on 06834 4006-0 or send an
e-mail to info@st-rubber.de. 
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HighOnLove announces new

product in collaboration with CalExotics
HighOnLove X JOPEN by CalExotics

Los Angeles, USA – HighOnLoveannounced a new luxury product called HighOnLove X
JOPEN by CalExotics. Together with leading pleasure products pioneer, CalExotics, the two
female-founded companies are combining their experience with intimate products to create
the ultimate recipe for a passionate romance.

H

ighOnLove X JOPEN by CalExotics
includes HighOnLove’s Stimulating
Sensual Oil, a sensuous fusion of allnatural oils and premium grade, cannabis
seed oil, and JOPEN’s Pavé Grace, a
powerful and luxurious silicone massager
adorned with crystals. The dreamy duo
inspires customers to explore their desires
and elevate their intimate experiences.
“My products are all about freedom – the
freedom to play, and the freedom to enjoy
every minute of it,” says Angela Mustone,
Founder and CEO of HighOnLove.
HighOnLove’s Stimulating Sensual Oil
revolutionizes the way you love by
igniting a more intense and profound
intimate experience. This exhilarating

blend moisturizes and helps awaken the
senses that will take you to uncharted
territories of pleasure. Used together with
the JOPEN Pavé Grace palm massager
by CalExotics, users can now reimagine
the way they love, play, and orgasm.
Grace offers users the intensity they
desire with seven incredible functions
and five independent speeds of
pleasure. Completely waterproof, this
palm massager offers versatility in and
outside the bedroom.
In early 2020, HighOnLove X JOPEN by
CalExotics will be available for purchase
through HighOnLove. Distributors and
retailers are encouraged to contact
HighOnLove now to place preorders.

New: iroha RIN+
Tokyo, Japan - Japanese maker of
pleasure items, TENGA Co., Ltd, is announcing its newest addition to the iroha
brand lineup: The iroha RIN+ (RIN Plus).
Available in Europe in January 2019 for 90
EURO RRP. Taking the popular iroha RIN
to new heights is the iroha RIN+! This new
rechargeable model features a stronger
motor and an additional vibration pattern.
While the soft, spherical tip still gently
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entices, the RIN+ is easy to hold with its
stick-shaped body that‘s longer than the
original. The iroha RIN+ is available in two
color variations: HISUI and SANGO. The
iroha RIN+ is charged via the included
USB cable and has a single button to turn
the item ON/OFF, and cycle through its 4
vibration strengths and 2 rhythm patterns.
Fully waterproof with an anti-dust coating,
the RIN+ is easy to keep clean. 
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Completely ordinary
Yes
I s th e i n d u stry lo sing its sp ecia l a p p ea l a s it beco mes mo re ma instrea m?

I

t is a memory that has always stuck with
me: A few years ago, I had a conversation
with a wholesaler, and he verbosely
complained about how the erotic industry
is robbing itself of its greatest strength by
allowing its products to become too
ordinary. What is the special kick for the
consumers when vibrators are sold next to
electric toothbrushes or vacuum cleaners,
he argued. Which is a fair question, no
doubt, even though it was presented to
me at a time when adult e-commerce was
only just picking up steam. Well, we all
know how that development turned out. I
am sure the fact that we are actually
talking about selling sex toys in
supermarkets today must be nightmare
fuel for my former interviewee. The general
course of the industry, i.e. the shift toward
the mainstream realm, cannot be stopped,
and I would argue that it is even necessary
on an economic level if you want to win
over new customers. But how far should
we take this change? It is clearly in the
interest of the brick and mortar trade to
maintain a special appeal, apart from what
we consider mainstream. After all, it is for a
reason that people keep praising the
unique shopping experience as one of the
main pillars of the retail trade. My wholesale
interviewee of yore was absolutely right

Matthias Poehl,
editor in chief

Depending on who you
ask, you’ll get different
answers to the question
whether or not the erotic
industry is at its core an
industry like any other. But
it definitely feels unique,
not least of all because of
the nature of the products
which are presented by
this industry. However, at
the same time, people are
talking about the erotic
industry becoming more
and more mainstream.
This dichotomy begs the
question: Is the erotic
industry losing the aura of
the extraordinary?
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when he said that we would lose something if we bought dildos and vibrators at
the same place where we buy apples,
marmalade, and yogurt. On that note, I
would like to remind us all of that infamous
episode in 2008, when consumer
electronics behemoth Philips launched
their very own vibrator – and failed
miserably. The media had a ball with this
story back in the day, and very quickly, the
reason for this failure had been identified:
Equating sex toys to everyday products
simply doesn’t work. A vibrator is not a
coffee maker, a masturbator is not an
electric razor. Naturally, you could make
the argument that the time had not been
ripe back then, and that Philips paid the
price for being too soon. I will not dismiss
this argument as there is clearly some truth
to it, but still, I maintain that there are some
things that simply don’t go together. By no
means am I proposing that we reverse the
course. We are probably all very happy
that the times of stuffy sex shops in dark
back alleys are far, far behind us. And it is
definitely in the interest of the industry to
normalise the sale and use of sex toys. But
maybe we shouldn’t sacrifice the
uniqueness of the erotic industry to do so.
Or should we really become an industry
like any other?
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No
T

he fact that the erotic market is becoming
more mainstream should definitely be
chalked up as a positive development, both for
the consumers – who now have easier access
to a much wider range of products – and for
the producers and trade members, after all
their reach now extends to far more potential
customers. And ultimately, this development
also entails the elimination of old taboos
regarding sexuality and everything that goes
along with it.
The appeal that surrounded the erotic market in
years past has partly been the appeal of the
forbidden fruit. It was thrilling to visit a slightly
licentious store in the red light district or in a
back alley off the big shopping streets, and yes,
that thrill is definitely not there when you visit a
boutique-style store or place an order online.
But does that mean that we are losing an
integral part of what makes the erotic market
special? Obviously not. The basic principle at
the core of it all hasn’t changed one iota:
enabling people to experience and celebrate
their sexuality. There is an inherent thrill to that,
no matter how little or how much we break
down taboos and boundaries. That is the crux
of the story and the real appeal of this industry.
Also, moving closer to the mainstream and
leaving taboos and the stigma of the forbidden
behind definitely creates a new kind of appeal.
Public discussion about all the facets of
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sexuality is so widespread today
that it has begun to create an
environment in which we can talk
about and buy these products
without fear or awkwardness. An
environment which is also
conducive to the wellbeing of the
industry and the companies in it.
And even if the old appeal of the
erotic market is close to your heart,
there’s no reason to tear out your
hair just yet. It will be some time before
society completely sheds all of its taboos
regarding sexuality – some even doubt it
will ever happen. Of course, whether or not
every single erotic fantasy needs to be or
should be discussed in public is a different
matter altogether. After all, sexuality should
remain part of our private lives. Which is all
the more reason for the erotic market to
create the right environment for people to
enjoy their own sexuality.
Going mainstream doesn’t mean losing
significance. It means becoming more
accepted within society. And the erotic
market would only lose its appeal if there
were no more emotions tied to sex toys
and the like. As long as these emotions
are there – be it the thrill of the forbidden
or the anticipation of trying out something
new – there’s nothing to be afraid of.

Randolph Heil,
editor
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Strap yourself in.

For the ride of your life?

M a r k e ti n g Ma tters

N

ew burning the candle Year,
new plans, resolutions,
desires and all that jazz.
If you’re an existing,
established retailer, you’ve
no doubt been at both ends for quite a
while over the past few months, and with
a particular February day still to come.
So good news: you get to bunk off
class for this month and attend to more
pressing matters.
If however you want to start your own
erotic retailing business, get to your desk
quickly, it’s time for your first lesson. Why?
Because assuming you’re coming to class
with a blank notebook with nothing set
in stone, there’s a whole lot of things you
need to know about. There’s also a whole
lot of cock-ups to be avoided. So with
this in mind, here’s my top eight bits of
sage advice for naughty newbies about to
embark upon their erotic entrepreneurial
adventures. Strap yourself in.

In his monthly column, Brian Gray from
Glasgow-based erotic marketing agency
Lascivious Marketing offers his thoughts on
all things marketing. As a new year often
provides the catalyst for lofty ambitions
Brian provides his top tips for new erotic
retailers about to enter the industry.
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1. Be crystal clear about yourself, your
motivations, and your strengths
First of all, be absolutely crystal clear
about why you’re doing this. Is it solely
for the filthy lucre? How much of it is
to thrill your friends by saying ‘I sell sex
toys’ at the next party you’re attending?
How much effort are you willing and
able to dedicate to this enterprise? How
committed are you to this?
You’ll have seen Dragon’s Den and The
Apprentice and think that running a
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business is sexy: sexier still that you’re selling
pleasure products and not double glazing. But
starting and running your own business is a
bloody hard thing to do. What do you want
to achieve from this? Is there a bigger reason
or a personal crusade? Is it something that’s
going to keep you going when you’re doing all
the mundane back-office stuff? How much of
your personal and social life are you willing to
sacrifice in order to succeed?
Have the answers to all these questions and
a good few pertinent other ones before going
anywhere near a web domain registration site
or drop-shipping company.
If you’re just wanting a bit of extra spending
money, there are much easier ways. But if
you’re wanting this to be a genuine revenue
and profit stream for now and the years to
come, get real. This isn’t going to happen
overnight. You’ll be spending a shedload of
time hunched over a computer being pulled
in a number of directions and you’ll invariably
want to pull your hair out at various times. You
might want to be satisfying customers in the
world of sex, pleasure and fantasy however it’s
going to feel anything but pleasurable at 1am
when choosing SEO keywords for your latest
product range.
2. Identify your target audience.
Secondly, who in the sexual consumer
marketplace do you have in your sights? If you
say ‘anyone and everyone’ you get thrown out
of class and sent to detention. You’ve been
warned. Sure, you’ll see industry stalwarts
such Ann Summers and Lovehoney and think
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‘I fancy some of that’ but the harsh reality is
that your chance of succeeding here left port
and set sail a longgggg time ago.
Forget about the masses: identify particular
segments you can provide value to. These
segments may be emotionally- or communitybased or perhaps addressing a physical
need or specific fetish or pleasure source;
possibly a combination of these. Maybe you
yourself are part of a particular community
who feels existing pleasure product retailers
don’t recognise you or cater to shared needs.
Perhaps their messaging or core values
doesn’t resonate with you and your cohorts.
Don’t forget to create buyer personas: the
more detailed the better.
3. Have a damn good reason why
someone should buy from you.
So you’ve identified your audience. But why
should they buy their Fleshlights or butt plugs
from you versus the hundreds of other places
they can also be bought from? Give them
a compelling reason. Create an emotional
connection with your audience, one that really
resonates with them. And one of the most
effective ways of showing this and conveying it
to your prospects? Great content: blog posts;
social media captions and visuals; interviews
in specialist publications; the whole shebang.
Check out the Content Marketing Institute for a
whole host of free tips and tools that will enable
you to connect with your audience and help
generate trust and reassurance between you
both. Oh, and don’t for one minute consider
competing on price: this never creates loyalty
and will probably be your eventual undoing.

F E A T U R E

4. Conceive, create and manage a
kick ass brand.
Brand building is a major activity. Get it right
from the start. Its name, domain, visual
identity, and all customer touchpoints.
Everything needs to be distinctive, engaging,
memorable and consistent across the board.
With no exceptions. Or short cuts, for that
matter.
I’ll recall a conversation I had with someone
about to launch their sex toy website. The
company name was generic beyond belief,
their visual identity was the optical equivalent
of taking a sedative, and when I questioned
why their online store had high ticket items
as well as seriously tacky products you’d see
on a Blackpool hen night or stag party, the
person said that they just wanted to appeal
to the ‘average consumer’. I’m not sure if
Jesus wept when I put the phone down, but I
certainly wanted to.
Don’t think for one minute that buying an
off the shelf ‘logo’ from some online design
store is going to cut it. Not one bit. If I catch
one whiff of it, you’re off to the Headmaster.
And please, please, spare us the pretentious
virtue-signalling ‘brand purpose’ that has
nothing to do with what you’re selling. Nuclear
disarmament? No. Saving the rainforests?
Ditch it. Let Sting and Peter Gabriel or some
other celebrities worry about those things.
Put those Amazon Christmas gift cards you
received to good use. Buy a copy of Alina
Wheeler’s “Designing Brand Identity”. While
it’s primarily designed for larger companies, I
still always recommend it for small businesses,
so a real understanding of, and structure for
the brand creation process is available. Plus
it has absolute shedloads of examples of
brands to see for yourself. If you’re a bit cashstrapped, go online and get a cheaper earlier
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used edition. It’s well worth it. Also get your
hands on “Build a Brand in 30 Days” by Simon
Middleton which has lots of exercises to get
your mind working and really boil down what
your brand and proposition is all about. And if
you do have the money, call me instead (sorry
Randolph, couldn’t resist!).
Conceiving and creating a good, distinctive
brand is something not to be rushed. The
name has to be a cracker and there’s a bunch
of other considerations (see my June 2018
column on the EAN website) to be mindful
of. And get it right first time: changing your
name further down the road is a real pain.
Percolation is a must here (see my recent
column on this) too.
5. Have a marketing plan.
I’m betting this is when you start to panic. You
possibly thought that all that was needed was
a website and a logo, and that was it: you were
off to the proverbial races. Nope: sit right back
down. You need to know where you are now,
where you want to be, how to get there and
how to know when you’ve arrived. That’s where
your marketing plan comes into play. It forces
you to think, to get real, to distinguish yourself
from the ‘erotic wannabes’ and Walter Mitty’s
by having a path to follow. Don’t be overly
intimidated though: a lot of what’s featured in
a marketing plan is actually common sense, as
a result of taking a little time to think about a
few things. Furthermore, your marketing plan
doesn’t have to be a huge affair: they can be
quite concise, as long as the key components
are in there and there’s sufficient detail to guide
you. Also, be realistic about things: you’re
not Coca Cola or Unilever. Big corporate
behemoths with multiple SBU’s have strategic
marketing plans covering three or so years,
with a one year tactical plan extrapolated
from it. I’d instead strongly advise you create
your overall plan that covers the next twelve
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months, with a more detailed tactical action
plan covering the next three months. Quarterly
tactical plans provide a realistic balance when
you’re starting from scratch and having to be
agile and responsive as you figure things out.
6. Make your website the centre
of your universe.
If you reckon you’ll be raking it in with a bland
web presence, think again. With Facebook and
Instagram putting on the pressure regarding
what can be posted (don’t even bother thinking
about advertising there), your website must for several reasons – become the nerve centre
of your operations. Be producing great content
that will have web visitors staying on your
website as much as possible. Content that
really, truly resonates with your target audience.
Obviously this isn’t content for the masses:
it’s sniper shooting rather than machine gun
spraying. And make sure that once you’re
providing value with great content, start building
your subscriber database for even more
permission-based targeted communications
which are safely immune from purges by the
social media giants.
7. Have a marketing budget.
Sir Richard Branson is often quoted as saying
that to become a millionaire in the airline
business it’s best to start off a billionaire. The
principle – if not the amounts – probably stands
up in the erotic retailing industry too. You’ll have
to spend some money at some point on your
fledgling enterprise. Whether it’s for marketers,
designers, IT, accountants, advertising, PR, or
marketing collateral expenses, or any number
of other things, you’re going to have to pay for
it. Where’s the money coming from?
Don’t jack in the boring and depressing day job
just yet. Ensure you have enough money saved
for not only your marketing war chest but to live
off as you launch your business. You’ll need to
be a canny bootstrapper.
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8. Use your time wisely. Very wisely indeed.
And lastly, and nicely dovetailing from the
previous point, you’ll find yourself constantly
having to juggle time and money. While it may
save you money especially in the mediumlonger term learning how to use Adobe
Illustrator or Photoshop yourself to design
your marketing collateral and visual content,
what else could you be doing with that time?
It’s a prime example of the economic principle
of opportunity cost. And it’s one which only
you can really determine. Just remember: you
can lose money one day then win it back –
and more – the next. But time? That’s gone
and never coming back. Judge accordingly.
And obviously make each moment count!
So there you go, your first lesson in marketing
your upcoming erotic retailing enterprise. I
wish you the best of success with it, and look
forward to seeing you make your mark in your
own inimitable fashion before too long!

Brian can be contacted at
lasciviousmarketing.com, found on Instagram
@lasciviousmarketing or phoned on
+44 (0)141 255 0769.
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2019 was a successful
year for pjur. The company
carried out a wide range of
point-of-sale campaigns,
gained a foothold in new
markets, and launched
successful innovations.
Now, however, is the
perfect time to focus on
their less visible activities.
Stepping up to their social
responsibility has always
been a priority for the
family-run business. This is
why pjur supports projects
committed to improving
social and environmental
issues.

ealthy mothers project to
improve healthcare in Laos:
The pjur group has been
donating money to an aid
project in Laos since 2012.
Mortality rates for mothers and newborns are high in Laos. The aid organisation CARE is dedicated to tackling this
situation. The ‚Healthy Mothers‘ project
(Müttergesundheit) improves healthcare,
supports the training of midwives and
helps mothers take control of the their
and their children‘s health and family
planning. In the south of the country,
the project is rapidly reducing malnutrition
in children, empowering mothers
and girls, reducing their workload and
enabling them to secure their own
income.Thinking of the environment Green Dot environmental certificate and
CO2-neutral printing:
The pjur group has been awarded the
Green Dot (Grüner Punkt) environmental
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certificate for 2018. By participating
in the dual system for recycling
packaging materials for consumer
goods, the company has saved the
equivalent of 4,143kg of CO2. Recycling
is a key factor for reducing greenhouse
gases and plays a crucial role in climate
protection. pjur also makes CO2 offset
payments for all printing projects
including flyers, POS documents, and
training materials. This money is
used to support initiatives such as
reforestation projects in Peru. Product
donations to NGOs in Germany:
Throughout the year, pjur donates goods
from overproduction to healthcare
centres, information centres, AIDS
counselling centres, and voluntary
associations that provide free advice.
These organisations welcome
thehigh-quality personal lubricants
from pjur, which are then rapidly and
unbureaucratically distributed.
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We were elated to enter into this marriage!
A M O R E L I E a nd IMbesh a ra m jo in f o rces
When did you meet the IMbesharam team
for the first time?
Mira Waidelich: I had the pleasure of
meeting Raj Armani at the XBIZ Berlin
Retreat in September 2019.

What did you know about IMbesharam
and the Indian market before you signed
the distribution deal?
Mira: Raj is quite well-known in the
adult industry and is certainly a leader
in business development, as seen by
his many ventures and important brand
acquisitions. I also knew that IMbesharam
had made bold moves to be an inclusive
company that welcomes and supports
the Indian LGBTQI community. This was
particularly important for us as inclusion
and diversity are the foundation of
AMORELIE also.

Natalia Sapkevych (Sales Manager
at AMORELIE) and Mira Waidelich
(Senior Manager B2B Distribution
Sales at AMORELIE)

Consumers in India now get to enjoy the private label products
of AMORELIE – thanks to a distribution agreement with
IMbesharam.com. We wanted to know more about the
expectations both parties have regarding this exciting
collaboration, so we asked Mira Waidelich, Senior Manager B2B
Distribution Sales at AMORELIE, and Raj Armani, co-founder
and Chief Operating Officer of IMbesharam for an interview.
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How important is it for you to have an
expert in the Indian sex toy market by
your side?
Mira: IMbesheram is fast becoming a
world leader in the online adult retail
space. Offering a selection of premium
adult brands to the Indian market is a
true testament to the commitment they
have to normalise pleasure products
and make them acceptable. Similar to
the IMbesharam philosophy, AMORELIE
are pioneers, committed to the mission
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of reaching thousands of households. Our
common goal is to make the topic of sex
uncomplicated and the use of pleasure
products a natural part of a healthy and happy
love life.

brands offer body-safe silicone, mostly
rechargeable toys in playful designs and with
eye-catching packaging - a special feature of
our brands. Also, our soft bondage range k;nk
is popular among beginners and the more
experienced users alike. AMORELIE Body Care
liquids are made in Germany which is a huge
draw for consumers in all countries.

“ W HAT I THINK OF AMORE L I E

IS THAT THE Y ARE THE BMW O F

ADULT TOY S - STY L ISH, RE LIA B LE ,
AND DE C E NTLY PRIC E D.”
RAJ ARMANI

So, your own brands are now available in the
Indian market – what does this step mean for
your company?

Armani is the co-founder and Chief
Operating Officer of IMbesharam

Mira: AMORELIE is in a unique situation as our
brand and online store are very well known in
German-speaking countries due to mainstream
sales channels such as drugstore markets and
cosmetic perfumery stores, which in turn use
television advertising for optimal reach. Moving
into the adult (erotic) markets abroad with a
selection of our brands is the next obvious
choice.

What makes you feel that your own brands will
be well received by Indian consumers?
Mira: AMORELIE offers an exciting range of
well-made, affordable adult toys and body
care products that are designed to deliver on
all levels of the experience and to address the
mass markets. IMbesheram are offering their
consumers a great selection of AMORELIE
brands, including BOHO and Cupe. Both
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What are your expectations regarding this
collaboration? What potential do you see in the
Indian market for your own brands?
Mira: We are confident that IMbesheram has
chosen a selection of AMORELIE brands to
suit the trends and focus of the Indian market
which they’re obviously experts at. There is
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definitely potential to add new brands as we
develop them to offer IMbesheram customers a
broader choice.

How will AMORELIE support its distribution
partner in India?
Mira: AMORELIE has some great resources
available. We’re able to offer direct customer
service with a dedicated sales representative.
Also, we have a creative team that can design
custom online banners for AMORELIE brands,
and we offer testers for influencers or blog
reviewers.

“ S I M I L A R TO TH E IMBES H ARA M

Raj Armani: Absolutely. In our line of business,
we first evaluate the reputation of a potential
partner, which is a combination of product
and service quality. Besharam has earned the
reputation of being a top shop for adult products
worldwide, which is visible from the almost
5-star customer reviews online, expansive
social media following, and our team’s pursuit
to deliver excellence ever since the company’s
inception. AMORELIE’s brand’s products have
shown to have high quality of manufacturing and
upscale packaging & design; their service and
sales compliment the charm of the brand, and
their social media following shows how much
the audience loves these products. For us, they
fit like a glove. Think of it being the perfect bride
for the Indian groom (chuckles). We were elated
to enter into this marriage!

P H I LOS OP H Y, A MORELIE ARE
P I ON E E RS, COMMIT T ED TO

TH E MI SSION OF REACH IN G

TH OUS A NDS OF H OUSEH OLDS . ”
M I R A WA I D E L I C H

And what about the future of your brands?
Do you see more expansions in the international market?
Mira: AMORELIE have a dynamic product
design team that is developing products to suit
not only our mainstream partners in Germany,
but also many erotic retailers internationally.
The overwhelming interest in our brands at
this year’s eroFame and XBIZ Berlin Retreat is
testament to what lies ahead for us.

Did AMORELIE‘s reputation play an important
role in your decision to cooperate with the
company?
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What makes AMORELIE‘s house brands a
perfect addition to your product range? What
requirements do they meet that other brands
do not?
Raj: I have been in touch with the AMORELIE
team for three years now, from the first time they
introduced their products at trade shows all the
way to our last meeting in Berlin when we finally
sealed the deal. What I think of AMORELIE is
that they are the BMW of adult toys - stylish,
reliable, and decently priced. We have both
high-profile customers - like sports and movie
celebrities, social media influencers, and
politicians - as well as first timers who look for
brands that look cool, work well, and last a long
time. We also get requests from many women
shoppers who are looking to purchase products
for themselves, as gifts for their friends and
colleagues, or who make recommending to their
partners about products they can use as the
couple. We feel AMORELIE will hit a sweet spot
with these shoppers, and they will appreciate
the fantastic line-up, the distinct packaging and
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the welcoming products which are very fairly
priced for India. It‘s not that there aren’t many
brands who meet these expectations, but we
picked AMORELIE from the crowd and we are
confident it‘s a great decision!

Is IMbesharam.com offering the full portfolio of
AMORELIE‘s house brands?

and VIXEN Girl Tiffany Tatum for a campaign
that will be released shortly. We will showcase
AMORELIE as the preferred item to buy for the
upcoming New Yead and lead into Valentine’s
Day from there. Our influencers will unbox
and review these products on Instagram and
Facebook, and we estimate to get a few million
views and hopefully great sales from them. We
are also going to do a few photoshoots in India
to share on our social channels and with our
customer database of over 2M including fans
and followers. We also plan to be featuring
the brand all throughout January 2020, so
we expect these combined efforts to lead to
excellent results. Let‘s wait and watch!

Which factors have an impact on your
customer‘s purchasing decisions nowadays?
What is the Indian consumer looking for if they
want to buy sex toys?

IMbesharam have chosen erotic
model Tiffany Tatum to be the face
of the campaign that will promote
the AMORELIE brands in India

Raj: At the moment, IMbesharam.com will carry
the top lines, which includes BOHO, Kink, Miss
V, BOLD, Cupe, AMORELIE SETS & AMORELIE
CARE. They can be seen here: http://bit.ly/
IMBAmorellie

What are your plans for the AMORELIE brands?
How do you want to promote, present, and
market their products?
Raj: We have already started working on a
soft launch for AMORELIE products. We were
fortunate enough to get Europe’s top model
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Raj: IMO, the average consumer first looks at
the reputation of the brand. That brand has
to appeal to the user, offer discreet shopping
and delivery options, but also should show the
opinions of others who have purchased these
products. So, in a nutshell, the trust factor is
the most important thing. Then, when they
can trust you, they will know that, when you
showcase a product or a brand, you will stand
by it. Its quality and reliability. The second-most
important factor is a split between the pricing of
the product and what others say about it (user
reviews). The Indian consumers are probably
the more savvy and ready to buy than they
have ever been in the past, especially as the
conversations around sex and sexual wellbring
are plenty in the urban culture, on social media,
on the internet, and in movies. This drives up
the curiosity factor and demand. The most
conservative estimates put the volume of this
market to being $2B in India alone. That is why
we usually run out of products 30-45 days after
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“ W E B E L IEVE TH AT, IN A VERY

S H OR T TIME, H IS IN DUS T RY WIL L
B OOM I N IN DIA , AN D ON LY TH E

B R A N DS TH AT H AVE BEEN TH ERE

FI R S T, TH E ON ES TH AT ARE WELL ES TA B L IS H ED, WILL REAP TH E
B E N E FI TS. ”
RAJ ARMANI

they arrive in our India warehouse. While that‘s
a good problem to have, we believe that, in a
very short time, his industry will boom in India,
and only the brands that have been there first,
the ones that are well-established, will reap the
benefits.

What role will the AMORELIE brand play
within your product range? What are your
expectations regarding this cooperation?

romance to foreplay, and the heavyweight gift
box presentation also makes it a very attractive
honeymoon or anniversary gifting.

Can you talk about your plans for 2020
already? How will IMbesharam.com change
and evolve next year?
Raj: We believe 2020 will be a turning point
for Besharam. We have been here first to
introduce the online adult store concept in
India, and now, 7 years later, we are working on
taking the next step. Apart from a completely
fresh makeover of the brand, a super-fast
and sleek mobile site (up 67% in speed) and
improvements to the customer experience
when it comes to browsing, shopping, and
delivery, we plan to go on national television
to create more awareness for the brand. And
when that happens – which is something
that has never ever happened before - we
will be ready for the gates to open and make
Besharam a household name for every Indian.
And that’s 1.3B Indians out there, so that better
be a huge gate, or else the walls will come
crashing down!

Raj: The AMORELIE brand has several lines
out there, and the 5 lines we picked up will
serve to meet the demand among young
and independent women as well as BDSM
beginners. BOHO appeals to the working
woman who is well-travelled and appreciates
the finer qualities of life, what with its bohemian
design and solid manufacturing. Miss V appeals
to the younger generation, an audience just out
of college who desire quality but are conscious
about pricing. Cupe is for the young lovers
trying out toys for first time, with a quirky
packaging and superhero design that makes
it a mass favourite. K;nk is for the romantic
couple who are ready to take the next steps
in their bedrooms. It can be the transition from
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At WISP we think of sexuality as an

experience that exists beyond the genitals
WI SP ’s SEN S c o l l e c ti o n e m p h a s i s e s s e n s u a l ity
Sometimes, simple is better. When British company WISP started combining
jewellery, sensual experiences, and sexuality, the original idea was to achieve this
goal by way of high-tech hardware. But as it turned out, the customers prefer
a simpler concept. In our EAN interview, Oli Lipski, Sensual Strategist for WISP,
tells us about more about the SENS collection and the increasing importance of
sensuality in the erotic industry.
WISP is a very unusual product: Where
most products on the erotic market are
aiming to stimulate the body in one way or
another, you focus on the sense of smell.
How would you describe WISP in your
own words?
Oli Lipski: WISP is a brand dedicated to
sensual wellbeing, female empowerment,
and sexual exploration that focuses on the
arousal journey of the senses rather than
genital stimulation or orgasms.
SENS Sensual Jewellery is WISP’s debut
sensual collection of silver rings, earrings,
and necklaces with interchangeable
massage and fragrance orbs that are
designed to stimulate the senses,
specifically smell and touch. These orbs
encourage a deeper connection to
your body, your emotions, and your
surroundings. The jewellery can be worn
and used in multiple ways for the wearer
to enjoy a personal experience, unique to
their needs.

Oli Lipski, WISP’s
Sensuality Strategist

Before we continue talking about WISP,
could you introduce yourself first?
Oli: My name is Oli Lipski, and I am WISP’s
Sensuality Strategist. I joined the team in
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February 2019 when SENS was launched.
I have known the designer, Wan Tseng,
for many years - since she developed the
concept of WISP.
I graduated with degrees in the history of
sexuality and the culture of sex robots. I’ve
worked with multiple sex tech brands on
a mission of sex-positivity, with a lens of
inclusivity and accessibility. Since working
with WISP, I am drawn to the softer side of
the matter: sensuality. Using the senses as
a force for redefining sex education and to
tackle stigma around pleasure.

The development of WISP started in 2016
and it took some time for the jewellery to
reach market maturity. But how have the
products and the company developed in
recent years?
Oli: After many experiential workshops
with potential customers over the past few
years, WISP discovered that people were
mostly interested in the emotional outcome
of the product, rather than the iOT. Taking
this into consideration but keeping the
Sensual Tech spirit of the brand the
electronic hardware originally involved
became simplified. What was once an
electronic atomizer, has now become a
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“W I S P T E N D S TO AT T RACT
P EOP L E W H O A RE

C U R I OUS A B OU T TH EIR
S EN S UA L W E L LBEIN G

A N D K EEN TO EXP LORE
TH E M S ELV E S MORE
I N TI M AT ELY. ”
OLI LIPSKI

patent-pending scent releasing mechanism
that gently diffuses the perfumes. What was
once a “tickling-touch” experience, with an
electronically controlled feather, we simplified
into massage tool for people to enjoy with a
partner and not just alone.

On your website, you describe WISP as
“Sensual Tech”. What is the difference to Sex
Tech or other traditional sex toys?
Oli: At WISP we think of sexuality as an
experience that exists beyond the genitals.
Sensuality is something that we can access at
any given time. Whether we choose to harness
our sensuality, to connect to our erotic intimacy
or just to relax into our senses, our experience
can be enhanced with tools such as SENS.
Where Sex Tech is typically limited to the
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bedroom, WISP started a ‘Sensual Tech’
movement that allows us to be curious and
explorative about our sensuality wherever
we go. Focusing on and centring foreplay that
takes our sexual curiosity and sensual
exploration out of the bedroom and into
your everyday. This is where arousal and
wellbeing together become a wider and more
accessible concept.

Let‘s talk about your portfolio. Which products
do you currently offer?
Oli: Currently, we offer two necklaces, a ring,
a ring-cuff, earrings and an ear-cuff. Each
jewellery item is made of 925 sterling silver
and can be personalised with the wearers
chosen massage or fragrance orbs. Out of the
massage stone selection, WISP offers Rose

I N T E R V I E W

At first glance, it looks like a different way of
wearing perfume. Where is the difference?
Oli: This is a totally unique way of wearing
perfume. Where other perfumes interact with
people’s skin, sweat, heat, or clothing, these
fragrances were designed not to go on the
skin. They are designed to diffuse in an entirely
unique way. Founder of WISP and designer of
SENS, Wan Tseng, spent two years developing
the patent-pending scent releasing technology
incorporated into this jewellery. This mechanism
diffuses the scent at the touch of the wearer
to ensure the perfume is slow releasing and
sustainably long lasting. Once empty, the
wearer can send the orb back to be refilled
or add more orbs to their collection. Even
though our perfume is organic based and
skin-safe, the fact that it is not skin-interactive is
good for those who may have sensitive skin
or allergies.

Which aesthetic aspects were particularly
important to you while designing the jewellery?
Why do they look the way they do today?

Quartz, Violet Amethyst and White Howlite each handpicked and polished to spherical
perfection. Massaging tension out of pressure
points in the hands, arms, neck and shoulders
encourage a state of calm needed to feel
physically aroused. Out of the fragrance orbs,
WISP offers a selection of six unique scents,
each crafted by Parisian and London-based
perfumers. Each orb represents a mood or a
sensory rich environment and has the ability
to shift a state of mind into relaxation and
sensual reconnection.
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Oli: Early prototypes of the jewellery were very
futuristically conceptual. Something you may
see in a sci-fi movie. After much market
research, Wan knew she had to create
something that was not only physically sensual
to touch and smell, but visually sensual to
the eye. The aesthetic is based on unisex
geometric shapes that are statement pieces.
We wanted to create something that was a
conversation starter to challenge the taboo
around sensuality. Some say our Venus
collection reminds them of a vulva and
clitoris, offering up a subliminal message of
sexuality.
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Who is WISP‘s target group?
Oli: In our workshops, members of the
LGBTQ community are typically the first
to support our projects.
Particularly for the fact that
these pieces are statement items that seek
to tackle taboo around sex and sexuality.
Not only that, but WISP tends
to attract people who are
curious about their sensual
wellbeing and keen to explore
themselves more intimately.
The type of women who are
drawn to SENS are interested
in female empowerment and
in their own personal development. They may be the busy
type, in need of a product that
can help them ground into the
present moment to help them
with their goals. Or they feel
disconnected from themselves,
or their partner, and in need
of a tool to build confidence
around their sensuality
and desires.

Are products for more sensuality something that is currently
in short supply on the erotic
market?
Oli: Not quite there yet. There are
products that want to encourage sexual
health and wellbeing via apps which are
amazing. There are Sex Tech products
that utilise vibration in more creative
ways, and of course there are various
kink items out there designed to
stimulate the senses. However, we are
yet to see a serious market that
prioritises sensuality.
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The concept of WISP is quite unique. So,
there is the question, how do you want
to educate the consumers and convince
them of the strengths of your concept?
Oli: Our long-term aim at WISP is to
help change people’s perceptions
around intimacy. When it comes to
educating our customers, we hope

“ THIS IS A TOTAL LY

UNIQUE WAY OF W E ARING
PE RFUME . W HE RE OTHE R
PE RFUME S INTE RAC T

W ITH PE OPL E ’ S SKIN,
SW E AT, HE AT, OR

C LOTHING, THE SE

FRAGRANC E S W E RE

DE SIGNE D NOT TO GO O N
THE SKIN.”
OLI LIPSKI

they would be curious and open-minded
about going on a journey of learning
about the power of their sensuality on
their wellbeing, sexuality and relationships.
Through my research, I had discovered the
benefits of sensuality on people’s overall
wellbeing, for example studies have shown
that calming the mind with massage
and fragrances can help to release the
love-bonding hormone, oxytocin. More of
this in the body means less cortisol, the
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stress hormone, and in a society of growing
mental health concerns, this can only be a
good thing.

Do you work with distributors? Where can
retailers order your products?
Oli: Currently, we only sell online and retail in
various concept stores around the world. You
can regularly find us in London, Milan and Taipei
at popup stores to experience our products.
We even have a panel and workshop event in a
London popup store on December 17th for
guests to try on our designs and learn about
Seasonal Sensual Self-Care.
The products in the
SENS collection are
made of silver

Are you planning on releasing new jewellery
designs or scents?
Oli: Yes, we are working on more scents, and
will be releasing a new design in Spring 2020.
We have also been working on a vibration orb,
to add variety to the massage aspect of the
jewellery. We are also working with a new
perfumer to release more scents.

Will there be other sensual tech products in
the future?

WISP jewellery
includes
exchangeable
orbs that give off
sensual scents

8

Oli: Absolutely. Touch, smell, taste, sound…
you name it. Sensuality is what makes us
human, it’s what makes us feel alive.
In harnessing the senses through technology,
the future of sex tech will have to prioritise
sensuality. We are already seeing products
such as audio erotica apps, wearable
vibrators and long-distance soft-haptic
technology. Sensuality is an infinite mindfield,
limited only by the imagination.
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We’re still enjoying a very purple

patch of growth, both in store and online
T he w he e l s n e v e r s to p tu r n i n g a t F E TCH

This interview with Nigel
Glenn, one of the two
masterminds behind
FETCH, begins with a look
back at the annual FETCH
Christmas Party and the
various recent developments within the online
shop as FETCH has spared
no expense to optimise
their customer service
these past few months.
But we also look ahead
as Nigel shares his plans
for 2020 with EAN –
a year that will hold great
challenges for the brick
and mortar trade, and not
just in Great Britain, as
Nigel predicts.
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FETCH had a Christmas party at the
beginning of December to raise money for
a good cause. How was the party?
Nigel Glenn: It’s fair to say that the
annual FETCH Christmas Party is always
a cause for celebration. In fact, this year
more so than ever with EAN very kindly
recognising us as Retailer of the Year. The
bricks and mortar element of FETCH was
always about community and us wanting
to sit at the heart of that. So, it’s always
amazing when we can do something that
pulls all of that together, celebrating the
start of the Christmas period, an early
birthday celebration for us (two years
old in January) and fundraising for World
AIDS Day. The party was as always, a
phenomenal success, supported by so
many of our amazing customers in aid

of a very worthwhile charity, the National
AIDS Trust (NAT). Over £500 was raised
on the night and we were delighted by the
generosity of everybody who helped make
that happen. One downside, the headache
the next day and a twelve-hour shift!!!

Who or what did you raise money for?
How important is supporting charities to
you?
Nigel: The BIG FETCH Raffle raises
money for the NAT at World AIDS Day.
It’s a timely reminder that whilst we have
come a long way in the fight against AIDS
there is still a lot of work to be done in
eradicating the spread of the HIV virus,
finding a cure and fighting the stigma that
still sadly surrounds people living with HIV.
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It’s important to us that we give back where
we can and support such a worthwhile charity
whose focus is on delivering just that.

Let‘s get back to the Christmas business. How
has this important time for the brick and mortar
business gone for you?
Nigel: We’re still enjoying a very purple patch
of growth, both in store and online. Almost two
years in and both businesses are performing
significantly ahead of expectations. This is
particularly exciting for the bricks and mortar
side of the business. We have seen the
retail industry over the past twelve months
continue to struggle as it faces ongoing
pressures leading to store closures. We
stand very firmly by our decision to have
a bricks and mortar presence and the
opportunity that has provided us to deliver
a world class store experience and level of
service that is second to none. Without
question it is what has made FETCH a force
to be reckoned with.

How did you prepare for this time? Did you
have any special offers and/or products for the
Christmas season? Does the customer notice
that it is Christmas time in your store?
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Nigel: The focus for this Christmas was Bigger,
Better, and More! Our range whilst always
very broad is now at its optimum level in store
with more ranges and choice than ever before
backed up with real depth of stock availability.
We continue to focus on having a great mix
of traditional and exclusive not seen before
product, particularly in respect of fashion and
fetish gear.

A lot has happened in your online shop lately.
What immediately catches the eye is the new
look. What were your reasons for taking this step?
Nigel: When we launched online back in May
2018 we wanted to get up and running quickly
and the look of fetchshop.co.uk was very much
an off the shelf approach. It served its purpose and gave us an in at the deep end starting
point in the world of e-commerce.
We felt however, that the homepage was
untidy and from a customer point of view not
as interesting as it could be. We wanted
something with more impact, something that
allowed us to keep it looking fresh and up to
date with simpler click through links to key
brands, categories and offers. We also
wanted to make sure the many unique USPs
we have at FETCH were very visible. This was
particularly important with the launch of three
major pieces of development; Price Match
Guarantee, Refer A Friend and Payl8r.
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The new homepage and software integrations,
particularly Payl8r give the site a much more
customer focused feel. Navigation is made
simpler and the entire journey through the site
makes for a more rewarding customer experience. There is also the potential for suppliers
to book slots on the homepage when new
product launches or if they want to highlight a
specific brand at certain times of the year. Initial
reaction has been very encouraging and as we
hoped has had a positive impact on revenues.

“ TH ER E ’ S STILL TH AT CLOUD OF

UN CE R TAIN T Y H A N GIN G IN TH E AIR IN
R ES P ECT OF BREXIT. ”
NIGEL GLENN

Also new is the FETCH Referral Program. What
is that all about?
Nigel: We were excited to have been able to
launch the Referral Program before Christmas
Trading began. The ‚Refer A Friend Scheme‘
rewards customers (known as advocates) who
recommend their friends to fetchshop.co.uk.
Any customer who has an account with us
and has placed an order is able to login to their
account and generate a unique referral code.
They can then share this code with friends,
either by email or social media. Every friend that
creates an account and places an order using
the code gets 20% OFF their first purchase. For
each completed transaction the advocate also
gets a 20% reward they can use on their next
purchase.
We know our customers love what we have
to offer and the customer experience they get
from FETCH, so what better way to reward
them for telling all their friends about us!
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Customers who buy online from you for over 50
pounds can take advantage of an interest-free
loan. How exactly does this work and what
effect do you expect from this service?
Nigel: Payl8r is one of several upgrades and
additions we have made to our online shopping experience in the post-Christmas run up.
Particularly in the world of Fetish, gear can be
expensive. We have been listening carefully to
our customers about the option to be able to
pay for goods in instalments and that is exactly
what Payl8r offers.
Subject to an online credit check, customers
can split the cost of their payments over 3, 6,
9 or twelve months at very competitive rates.
In fact, if they choose to settle their account
within 30 days, they pay no additional charges
whatsoever.
Offering customers something that is different
from the norm and making fashion, fetish and
fun affordable to everybody is very important
to us. The investment in the scheme is already
paying off and we have seen many customers
taking advantage of the opportunity to spread
the cost of their shopping.
It’s great to been able to have responded to
feedback in such a positive way and Payl8r
is a firm example of our determination to put
customers at the heart of what we do. We said
we wanted to revolutionise online shopping in
the adult market and that is exactly what we
are doing.

In January, you‘ll be expanding your Same Day
3 Hour Delivery service, which was previously
limited to certain areas of London. What will
come next?
Nigel: We underestimated the potential of the
Same Day Three Hour Delivery Service. It was
important to us when we launched that we did
not over promise and under deliver and we
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haven’t. In fact, most orders arrive with customers within one hour from the point of us receiving their order. It makes sense therefore that
we look at extending the service further afield.
Our ambition is to cover most of London with
the next stage extension. Whilst that will come
at a premium in respect of delivery charges, we
learnt very quickly that if they want something
fast, our customers are happy to pay for it. The
next logical opportunity comes in the hours
during which the service is available. 24 hours a
day may not be that far away!
We are also working closely with a delivery
partner looking at ways of improving standard
UK delivery options, but for now that one must
be watch this space….

And as we are at the beginning of the year,
what are your plans for 2020?
Nigel: We are always on the lookout for the next
opportunity. We have some ambitious bricks
and mortar plans for 2020, which for now are
very much under wraps, but watch this space.
Part of our strategic plan is to be able to offer
more product online than in store including
things like sex furniture. We already have the
warehouse space available, so it makes sense
to maximise that space for a broader online
product range. We’ve already tested this with a
couple of ranges that have been very popular
so will increase the number of SKUs available
online by about 20% this year.
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We want to make Payl8r available for use in
store and that is currently in development for
early this year.
We’re getting out on the road too this year, with
a FETCH pop up shop at Darklands in March
which looks like it’s going to be great fun.
London & Vienna will be joining forces to make
that happen and if all goes well, we will look for
more opportunities over 2020.
Triton Distribution website also launches in early
2020, which has taken us a little longer than we
had wanted to get live. We have our own range
of Fetish Gear and Underwear launching under
our new brand ‚ruff GEAR‘.
The SPURT lube family will also be growing as
we introduce new variants and sizes building
on the success of the launch last year.

What challenges will your company face in
2020? What changes in the market do you
expect?
Nigel: There’s still that cloud of uncertainty
hanging in the air in respect of Brexit. We’ve
already made several commercial decisions in
respect of planning to ensure we have continuity
in supply. Mostly for now we will wait and see,
then deal with it when there’s more information.
The retail market I feel will continue to be a
challenging environment in which to operate,
but we see every challenge as an opportunity.
Nobody ever made progress by standing still,
so come on 2020 bring it on.		
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Pairing sex toys with the books

seemed like an obvious step
B a w d y B o o kswo rms co mbines litera ture a nd sex to ys

There are things that simply go together really well. A great wine and a great
meal. The right music during a romantic encounter. Or the right sex toy when you
read an erotic novel. The latter combination is the basis of Bawdy Bookworms’
business concept. The US company started by Thien-Kim Lam is set up as a
subscription service, and the members receive highlights of the erotic literary
genre, complemented with the fitting sex toys. In our interview, Thien-Kim
explains why this combination makes a whole lot of sense, how the books and
toys are selected, and how they are paired.
Thien-Kim, you offer subscription boxes
with erotic items, but also a special twist.
What makes your boxes different from
other boxes available on the market?
Thien-Kim Lam, the founder of
Bawdy Bookworms

Thien-Kim Lam: Bawdy Bookworms
features sexy romance novels and pairs
them with erotic products. I call them
Pleasure Pairings, like wine pairings, but
with multiple happy endings. We’re the
only subscription box that include sex
toys with romances books.

“ W RITING A GOOD E ROTI C

STORY IS HARD BE C AUSE IT’S
NOT JUST ABOUT THE SE X

BE TW E E N THE C HARAC TE R S .”
THIEN-KIM LAM

How do you pick which novel gets
featured next?
How did you come up with the idea
of combining erotic literature with the
corresponding products? Did you have
any previous experience in this industry?
Thien-Kim: Prior to starting Bawdy
Bookworms, I spent 12 years selling
sex toys and presenting educational
workshops to women and college
students. I’ve always enjoyed reading
romances for not only the love story but
for the sex. I figured if I was aroused
by the novels, others were too. Pairing
sex toys with the books seemed like an
obvious step.
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Thien-Kim: Choosing the novel is the
most challenging part since all the other
products in the subscription box are
inspired by the book. I read a great deal
of romances, and authors and publishers
also pitch their books. No matter how I
first find the book, it needs to have hot
sex scenes and a happily ever after.

It’s not easy to write erotic fiction that
manages to capture the imagination of
the reader. What makes a good erotic
story in your opinion?
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Thien-Kim: Writing a good erotic story is hard
because it’s not just about the sex between
the characters. There needs to be sensuality
and intimacy. The characters need to have
an emotional connection in addition to sexual
chemistry.

You also host a virtual book club where the
latest books are discussed. Is literature also
an opportunity to exchange ideas about
one‘s sexuality?
Thien-Kim: One of the reasons I created
Bawdy Bookworms is romance novels make
perfect conversation starters about women’s
sexuality. We hold the virtual book clubs in a
private group, Bawdy Bookworms Insiders,
so that members can talk about sex and
relationships in a safe space.

Besides the books, there are also other items in
each box. Could you give us an example of the
items you pick? How do you choose what ends
up in the box?
Thien-Kim: In a recent Bawdy Quickie Monthly
box, we paired Lush Money by Angelina Lopez
with Calexotics Hide & Play Lipstick vibe and
a tinted lip gloss shaped like a wine bottle.
The book is a gender flip on the billionaire love
story. The CEO is a jet setting Latinx heroine
who needs a discreet yet powerful vibe.
Another box, Lick It Till Ice Cream includes a
glass toy since the heroine owns an ice cream
shop. There’s no set rule to how the items are
curated. I let the book inspire me.

Could you tell us a bit about the people who
are buying your boxes? Is there an “average”
customer?
Thien-Kim: Our subscribers are women
romance readers who want hot sex in their
books and want to try new to them toys.
They’re on a budget but are willing to invest in
quality products.

Where can your boxes be ordered at
the moment, and what does a box or
subscription cost?

The “Wine and Dine“ Box includes
Lush Money by Angelina Lopez,
the Hide & Play Lipstick by
Calexotics, and lip gloss shaped
like a wine bottle

A perfect match: “Ice
Cream Lover” by Jacky
Low and a glass dildo
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Thien-Kim: Boxes can be purchased on our
website BawdyBookworms.com. Bawdy
Quickie Box features diverse romances and
is $27.95 a month. For those who want a
bigger box, our seasonal Bawdy Bookworms
Quarterly is $39.95 every 3 months. Readers
who aren’t ready to define the relationship can
find one-time purchase boxes in the shop.
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The app that brings
couples together.™
We-Connect™
It was exactly five years ago that the We-Connect app first launched – and
became the platform that revolutionized sex toys. Now, after listening to user
feedback over the last few years, the new We-Connect app is more
user-friendly and faster than ever.
FULL SCREEN VIDEO CALL
No distractions: the We-Connect Video Chat is now
available in full screen mode – the buttons and icons fade
from the display so all focus is on the task at hand.

EVERYTHING AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Whether creating unique patterns or adjusting the
intensity, the We-Connect app is now even easier
to control with just the touch of a finger.

CREATE YOUR OWN VIBE
Every We-Vibe toy can be tailored to individual
needs. With the We-Connect app, personalized
vibrations are waiting to be explored.

BEAT MODE
Move to a whole new rhythm with the
We-Connect app – some toys let you create your
own customized vibes while others let you get
down to the beats of your favorite tunes.

WOW TECH
ACADEMY

TM

Learn more about the We-Vibe products and become the best salesperson possible.
Complete the WOW Tech Academy courses at: www.wowtech-academy.com today.

WE-VIBE® LOGO ARE TRADEMARKS OF WOW TECH™ CANADA LTD. DESIGNED IN CANADA BY WOW TECH™
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We-Vibe Chorus
®

TM

We-Vibe Chorus is a hands-free couples vibrator for next-level
sex — connected, sensual and incredibly pleasurable. With an adjustable
fit, touch-responsive vibrations and customizable control, it’s the most
advanced and intuitive couples vibrator ever.

Find your vibe.
6
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SQUEEZE REMOTE
Chorus’ Squeeze Remote is designed with the most
natural human response in mind – the tighter it gets
squeezed, the stronger the vibration becomes.

BETTER CONNECTIVITY
Chorus is powered with AnkorLink™ technology.
AnkorLink creates the most stable connection
between the We-Vibe and the We-Connect™
app. The Squeeze Remote is the anchor
between Chorus and the We-Connect app.

TOUCH SENSE
We-Vibe Chorus features unique touch-sensitive
receptors that respond to the body. Three different
Touch-sense modes have been designed to find
the right mode for every moment. During the act,
the couple can use their own body movements to
control vibration and intensity.

CUSTOM FIT
Worn during sex, Chorus is adjustable to fit every
unique body. The shape is easy to adjust and
stays in position once the perfect fit is found.

STAY CONNECTED
With the free We-Connect™ app,
Chorus can be controlled from
anywhere. Custom Vibes can be
created in the app.
Available soon. Order from your authorized
We-Vibe® distributor.

WOW TECH
ACADEMY

TM

Learn more about the We-Vibe products and become the best salesperson possible.
Complete the WOW Tech Academy courses at: www.wowtech-academy.com today.

WE-VIBE® LOGO ARE TRADEMARKS OF WOW TECH™ CANADA LTD. DESIGNED IN CANADA BY WOW TECH™
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The evolution of power.
A true all-rounder that offers pleasure in so many ways.
Wand is a massager perfect for erogenous zones and sensitive spots. Featuring
incredibly deep vibrations, this toy takes satisfaction to new heights.
8
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SEAMLESS INTENSITY LEVELS
The one-touch intensity control acts like a dimmer
switch, keeping the passion alive without any distractions.

SMART SILENCE™
Smart Silence senses when Wand is close to the skin
and turns the vibrations on and off.

LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES
With an ergonomic shape, flexible head and exciting
attachments, it’s perfect to use together or for solo playtime.

CONNECT WITH WE-CONNECT ™
The We-Connect app enables long distance
connectivity, so partners can play together, even
if they’re physically apart.

PLAYFUL ACCESSORIES
Wand comes ready to enjoy with two
attachments – one fluttery and focused,
while the other strokes smoothly.
Available now. Order from your
authorized We-Vibe® distributor.

WOW TECH
ACADEMY

TM

Learn more about the We-Vibe products and become the best salesperson possible.
Complete the WOW Tech Academy courses at: www.wowtech-academy.com today.

WE-VIBE® LOGO ARE TRADEMARKS OF WOW TECH™ CANADA LTD. DESIGNED IN CANADA BY WOW TECH™
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We have a few products scheduled for a 2020

release that we’re extremely excited about
I nt e r nat ion a l S a l e s E x e c D a n H o l m a n r e v e a l s wh a t‘ s up nex t f o r Screa ming O

Dan Holman, International
Sales Executive at Screaming O
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Remember when Screaming O was
everyone‘s favorite impulse buy brand?
Those colorful, single-use vibrating c-rings
were once the token occupiers of every
clear plastic fish bowl in retail shops
across the world. While this popular
manufacturer has kept the bright,
attention-grabbing colors, they‘ve long
outgrown the tiny bit of counter space
next to the cash register. Now the
Screaming O name is more synonymous
with playfully designed, rechargable
vibrators that are small and discreet
enough to fit in your overnight bag (or in
your panties on date night).
Dan Holman, who handles international
sales for Screaming O, says relatively
new product lines like Charged perform
best because they combine consumers‘
most important needs. Long-lasting,
quality materials; high-end design at
entry-level prices; and modern technology
that enhances without overcomplication.
In his interview with EAN, Holman
highlights some of his brand‘s best sellers:
the Bestie bullets, the My Secret line of
remote control panty vibes, the Ohare
vibrating c-ring, and the My Secret
Premium Ergonomic vibrating panty toy
with a new style of remote. Holman says
that at the core of every Screaming O
product lies the company‘s continuous
dedication to customer accessability.
From wholesaler support to consumer aid,
Holman and company are – much like the
name of their most popular line – charging
into 2020 with new products and
unwavering service.
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Discover shared
pleasure
As we head into the new year, what are
Screaming O’s customers demanding?
What is it that consumers are clamoring to
see from your brand these days?
Dan Holman: Our Charged line has shown
strong growth over the past few years. While
we’ve always been known as an entry level
brand with entry level pricing, customers are
starting to see that we’ve been able to apply
our ability to create quality products
at affordable prices towards higher end
rechargeable items. Consumers these days
have access to so much information literally
at their finger-tips. They’re often very well
informed with their purchases and we
recognize and love that. It gives us the
opportunity to really showcase our strength of
providing products that truly maximize value.

What new innovations or tech updates has
Screaming O added to your new releases over
the last year or two?
Dan: With the advancement of technology and
options available out there, it’s easy to get lost
and over-complicate products that just don’t
need it. When considering new features, we
always try to choose ones that make sense. As
we’ve been introducing more remote controlled
products, we’ve worked hard to make sure
all Screaming O remote control products are
forward and backward compatible. Meaning
if you already have remotes from older remote
compatible toys, those remotes will still work
with newer remote compatible toys and vice
versa. Of course, you can still rest assured that
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once you sync a remote with a specific toy
or toys, only you will be able to control it until
you un-sync the products. Another added
convenience for our Charged products is that
our USB charging cables are compatible with
all of our rechargeable toys. If you own a few
of them, there’s not need to hunt and guess
which cable works with which toy.

What are some of your best sellers at the
moment and why do people love them?
Dan: Our Ohare vibrating ring has been one
of our top sellers for a few years now and it
continues to be one of our best performing
items. It’s basically a double ring design that
mimics the iconic rabbit vibrator but instead
turns the penis into a vibrating rabbit. It’s done
so well that we’ve also introduced larger
versions in order to accommodate more
users as well as rechargeable versions for
customers who prefer not having to replace
batteries.The My Secret Screaming O
Vibrating Panty is the best selling remote
controlled panty set on the market and is the
top selling product in the Screaming O line.
It’s a fun product that allows partners to ‘play’
at home or in public if they’re feeling a little
extra naughty. Our recently launched Bestie
Bullet has become an instant customer
favorite. We took our powerful Positive motor
and packed it into a super compact form. It’s
unassuming size and deep rumbling vibrations
always catches new users by surprise in

the best way. The Bestie Bullet is also
remote-ready meaning it’s compatible with
any existing Screaming O remote.

Tell us about your newest product releases.
What are you currently promoting to
distributors and retailers, and what‘s coming
up next for your 2020 line-up?
Dan: We have a few products scheduled for
a 2020 release that we’re extremely excited
about. The first is our new and improved
Premium Ergonomic Vibrating Panty set with
remote. We’ve designed a new, contoured
and flexible vibrator that fits perfectly with
our ‘one-size-fits-most’ side-tie panties that
still delivers a deep rumbling sensation for
the wearer. We’ve also created a new
toggle remote that’s rechargeable as well.
With this being a premium product, it only
made sense to develop a new packaging
design that immediately conveyed
luxury-quality and durability.

Where is Screaming O headed in 2020 and
beyond? How will your team be directing their
efforts in the new year?
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“ OUR FOC US FOR THIS

Y E AR C ONTINUE S TO BE
IDE NTIFY ING NE E DS IN

THE MARKE T AND FIL L ING
THOSE NE E DS W ITH THE

BE ST PRODUC TS W E C AN.”
DAN HOLMAN

Dan: Our focus for this year continues to be
identifying needs in the market and filling those
needs with the best products we can while
remaining accessible. We’re doubling down
creating thoughtfully designed products
that serve a need for our customers while
maintaining quality and affordability. And
this goes hand in hand with our continued
dedication to top notch customer service and
support whether it’s for our B2B partners or
direct consumers.

Where can the industry expect to find
Screaming O and your team this year out in
the field and beyond?
Dan: We’ll be out in the usual spots, ANME
of course as well as eroFame. We try to be
as accessible as possible for our customers
but can’t always make it out to everything in
person. One of the fun things we’ve launched
recently is our online live training sessions. No
matter where you are or what time zone you’re
in, we can schedule personalized online live
training sessions for you and your team.
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This interview is contributed
by Colleen Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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We want to celebrate how uniquely we

all feel and love – not just with MY.SIZE
T h o m a s H a h n brings us up to da te o n th e #ma tch ca mp a ign
At eroFame, you presented your new
campaign. How did people respond
to #match?
Thomas Hahn: What happened was
exactly what we had hoped for: People
were surprised and curious. The video
clips definitely inspire you to think
differently. Our head is round for a reason.
A lot of people laughed, a lot of people
smiled, a lot of people asked questions,
and we had a lot of discussions about
the connecting power of inter-personal
appreciation – and about how beautiful
and how worthy of protection intimacy
and individuality are.

Thomas Hahn, Marketing & Sales,
R&S consumer goods GmbH

If you visited MY.SIZE at
eroFame, you definitely
saw the video clips that
played on a big screen at
the stand of the condom
brand. These videos
mark the first phase of
MY.SIZE’s #match campaign. But what is #match
about? We interviewed
Thomas Hahn, who is
in charge of sales and
marketing at R&S consumer goods GmbH, to learn
more about the campaign.

Could you sum up #match in a nutshell?
Thomas: #match is a reminder that each
and every one of us has this compass
inside of ourselves that tells us what is
right for us. The campaign puts this sense
of individuality on the same level as other
inalienable, undisputable personal tenets.
This moment – this sense of something
being deeply, absolutely right – connects
us all. Everybody knows the feeling, no
matter where on the planet they live, what
they do or where the come from. And
while being truly universal, this moment is
also incredibly personal at the same time.
It is unique for each one of us.
#match is a celebration of the positive
power inherent in this feeling and what
it means. It celebrates what unites us
all and what makes us unique at the
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same time. We invite everybody to post
pictures that visualise this feeling of
rightness; their own interpretation of this
wonderful sensation. It could be pears
lying side by side that gently touch in a
fruit basket. It could be a view of the sky
where two clouds are kissing. It could
be a hand caressing a neck or being
clasped by another hand. These visual
representations will be as diverse as our
lives and our emotions, and that is the
point of #match: We want people to think
about and celebrate this highly personal
feeling in all of its universal glory.
If you search for the hashtag ‚match‘, you
can already find a number of pics on the
internet that show how people interpret
this emotion. Of course, there are as
many interpretations as there are people
on this planet, and we want to see as
many of them as possible. Because if we
get people to see and acknowledge that
we are all so similar and so unique at the
same time, that would be a major win!
Actually, if you look at it that way, every
submission would be a small contribution
to world peace ;)

What is the core message of the
campaign, and how difficult was it to
come up with a way to convey it to
the public?
Thomas: We want to celebrate how
uniquely we all feel and love – not just
with MY.SIZE. #match puts a spotlight
on a deep and deeply human emotion,
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one that is inalienable and therefore inviolable.
Maybe it is similarly important as – or rather, a
part of – the unimpeachable human dignity.
We want to do our part to rid society of the
type of categorisation that is still prevalent
when it comes to sexual identity and sexual
orientation. Homo, hetero, lesbian, bi, trans,
polyamorous … Apart from yourself and your
sexual partner, it is nobody’s business who and
how you love. Nobody has the right to judge
you because of your sexuality or for leading a
sex life that is fulfilling to you – as long as it is
consensual and human dignity is maintained, of
course. No matter your sexuality, the underlying
emotion is the same for all of us. So, everybody
should be allowed to experience this intimacy
and not be negatively affected for it. It is part
of our personal identity, and it should be
acknowledged, respected, and protected.

To kick off the campaign,
MY.SIZE have launched
three video clips

Have you planned and developed this
campaign yourselves, or are you working
with marketing agencies?

Is the #match campaign all about moving
pictures, i.e. videos?
Thomas: Well, we are kicking off the campaign
with three videos – the idea being that these
clips encourage the viewer to post pictures or
clips of their own, representing their idea of a

match that is just right. If people latch on to the
campaign, we could definitely see ourselves
creating more clips of this kind. Additionally,
we will include our claim ‚AS UNIQUE AS YOU‘
on the packaging of all MY.SIZE products,
basically making it the background, the
firmament on which the #match star can follow
its trajectory. If the goal is to create awareness
and acceptance for this idea of communality
in uniqueness, then we’re happy to use our
products as a platform. Everybody wants
fulfilling emotional encounters and relationships,
and everybody should have the right to
experience them. When you stand up for your
sense of worth and your uniqueness, that has
to be accepted and respected.

A screenshot from one
of the videos

Thomas: Actually, the videos are the result of
an extremely creative and fruitful collaboration
with four students of the University of Arts in
Berlin. Paul, Robert, Samuel, and Valentin –
hiya, and once again, thanks for your great
work! We worked together for six months,
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and we didn’t just come up with the concept
for the videos, but we also did a whole lot of
other stuff. Among other things, we tried to boil
down the goals of the campaign to a wonderful
maxim that is sweet, succinct, and self-

contribute to #match themselves. Also, if
we are made aware of other campaigns and
operations following in the same vein, we’d be
more than happy to put a spotlight on them
and create awareness for them as well.

“ W E WA N T TO DO OUR PART TO
R I D S OCIET Y OF TH E T YP E OF

CAT EG ORIS ATION TH AT IS STILL
P R E VA L E N T WH EN IT COMES TO
S EX UA L IDEN TIT Y AN D SEXUA L
OR I EN TATION . “
TH O M A S H A H N

reflective: ‚Accept individuality and fulfilment
will follow‘, which has actually become the
leitmotif for R&S consumer goods GmbH.
Ultimately, the search for the deeper meaning
of this campaign resulted in the concept for
our videos, which was then realised beautifully
by a film team from Belin. So, it was definitely
a collaborative process, and from beginning to
end, it was a perfect #match.

Who is the campaign for, who can use it, and
how can they use it?
Thomas: Everybody is welcome to use these
clips as a statement for the acceptance of
individuality and to share them, to comment
on them, to add their own thoughts, and to
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If members of the erotic industry want to
support your campaign and spread the word,
who should they turn to?
Thomas: In German-speaking, Spanishspeaking, and English-speaking countries,
we are presenting our videos via our
own web presence and through our
international network of trade partners.
But obviously, if you want to help spread
the message and present these clips
yourself, you can embed them on your sites.
Just send a message to t.hahn@rsgermany.
de, and together, we’ll find a way to turn
the videos, images, and other contributions into a beautiful firmament for
the #match star to shine on! Love is as
diverse as life!
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Just Nips Fake Nipples are designed
to make you look cold and feel HOT

A c o nv e r s a t io n with Mo lly B o rma n, f o under a nd C E O o f Just Nip s
If you start a company in
the erotic market, you face
a lot of challenges. This
was also Molly Borman’s
experience when she
founded her company Just
Nips, and she has even
written a book about it that
will be published in April
2020. The focus of our
EAN interview, however, is
on the interesting products
that Molly is selling as they
fall into the category of
fashion accessories while
at the same time being
used as prostheses for
women who have undergone breast amputations.

Molly Borman,
founder and
head of Just Nips

Before we talk about your product, it
would be great if we could learn more
about you. What do we need to know
about Molly Borman?

Molly: I love the ‚cold‘ look and one day,
the idea popped into my head and I knew
I had to see it through!

Molly Borman: Hi! I’m Molly and I live
in Detroit, Michigan, USA. I am an
entrepreneur and writer with my
first book, ‚The Instagram Iceberg‘
out in April 2020. It is all about my
journey starting my company,
Just Nips, in the digital age
and how we can set
our companies up
for success. Specifically, I speak to
the challenges of
being in the ‚adult‘
sector and how difficult it is to market
when Google and
Facebook do not
want you on
their platforms!

Fake nipples are not really a new product,
there are countless variations on the
market already. What did you not like
about the available products?

What exactly are Just Nips
Fake Nipples?

Just Nips Fake Nipples
are adhesives women
can put on their skin or
on their bra to give them
that extra chilly look

Molly: Just Nips Fake Nipples are designed to make you look cold and feel
HOT! They are adhesives you can put on
your skin or on your bra to give you that
extra chilly look.

How did you come up with the idea of
Just Nips? Why fake nipples?
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Molly: For me, the existing product wasn’t
high quality enough for
people to take seriously. I
made sure that ours are
the absolute best fake
nipple on the market, while staying
under $10 USD per
pair for our Original
Fake Nipple.

How long did it take you
to get from the idea to the
finished product? What hurdles
did you have to overcome?

Molly: Manufacturing a
product from scratch is very
challenging, especially when you’ve never
done it before. I also had difficulties knowing how much inventory to make in the
beginning, but after the first year was
able to figure it out. The biggest
challenge I found was in digital
marketing and Instagram because
there is SO MUCH competition out there
these days and the costs to advertise are
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Just Nips Fake Nipples are
the leading nipple prosthetic
for breast cancer patients

so high, which
I talk all about
in my book
‚The Instagram
Iceberg‘!

As already mentioned, your target group is
very diverse: How is this reflected in your
communication with your customers?
Molly: We strive to make every single person
interested in our product feel included and part
of the hard nipple revolution!

At what point in your
company history did
you realise that your
products are not only pure fashion
accessories, but are also used by women
as prostheses after a mastectomy?

Do you have plans to become active on the
European market? Could you imagine working
with distributors?
Molly: Right now, we work with Live Better
With (www.livebetterwith.com) in Europe and
ship to Europe through our website, too.
We are always open to more distribution
opportunities!

Molly: Women who were using our products
during their breast reconstruction process
brought it to my attention first. And right away
I knew we had to make changes to our
company to make sure we are addressing
needs of ALL women, especially those who
do not have nipples.

What are your plans for the coming months
and years? Do you already have ideas for new
products?

How important is the support for breast
cancer associations in your corporate
philosophy?

Molly: Yes! We are continually rolling out
new Art Prints that give a significant portion
or proceeds back to the breast cancer
community. I also am really excited about
my book, ‚The Instagram Iceberg‘ to come
out in 2020 where I share so much about my
journey with Just Nips!

Molly: SO important! We are proud to support
women going through breast reconstruction
and the aftermath of breast cancer and work
with various groups that support breast cancer
research. We also donate our product directly
to women affected by the horrific disease.

What material are your products made of?
And how large is your product assortment
at the moment?

For more information
about Just Nips, go to
www.justnipsforall.com

Molly: Just Nips are all made with medicalgrade adhesives. We currently offer Just Nips
in 3 styles, Single Use (our Original set), Swim
and Reusable. We also have a fun selection of
pins and fine art prints, all on our website too.
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I don‘t see how we can stand up for the rights

and genitals of one gender and not for the other
American sex educators think it‘s time the U.S. took a hint from Europe on the topic of circumcision

In many ways, the European sexual health market is still steeped in old traditions. Gendered product categories and marketing
images are more popular here than in North America, and topics like diversity and inclusivity in sex toy development
haven‘t yet reached peak interest. Europe‘s history spans thousands of years beyond that of the relatively young United
States, so it‘s not unexpected that the European pleasure industry timeline might advance a bit slower.However, there‘s
one aspect of sexual wellness that‘s still lagging far behind in the States: male circumcision. Most Europeans can‘t wrap
their brains around slicing up a newborn baby‘s genitals, though many Americans have somehow rationalized the practice as
beneficial for aesthetic and medical purposes. To the relief of more progressive American parents, modern sexologists are
speaking out against this barbaric form of body mutilation. In this in-depth peek into the practice and traditions behind male
circumcision, seasoned sex educators Sunny Rodgers, Dr. Hernando Chaves, and Sunny Megatron enlighten the European
pleasure trade on the psychology and physiology behind one of the United States‘ oddest sexual health traditions.

Sunny Megatron, Sex Educator &
Co-host of the American Sex podcast

Sunny Rodgers, founder of the
Sunsplash Media Group & The
Intimate Health Institute,

Why do you think the foreskin is so
stigmatized, particularly in the US?
Where does this stigma originate?
Sunny Rodgers, Founder of Sunsplash
Media: I think a lot of predispositions
towards foreskins have to do with
religion. In the past being circumcised
was a decision many parents made
because of the “laws” of their religions.
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Dr. Hernando Chaves, Licensed Sex
Therapist and Relationship Coach

As more and more nondenominational
religions rise in popularity, the choice to
circumcise or not is no longer dictated
by religious trainings, and I believe this
has a lot to do with why circumcisions
have been declining in the U.S. since the
mid-1970’s. I think whatever stigma that
remains is a hold out from the religious
ideals that parents held onto. Millennials
seem less bothered by the topic and
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many choose to forgo circumcision for their own
children. Just like every other seemingly taboo
concept, our modern minds are becoming more
accepting of the differences of others.

Anti-body shaming has built up to an entire
movement for women. Why do you think this
hasn’t happened in the same way for men,
especially in regards to how genitals look?

Sunny Megatron, Sex Educator & Co-host
of the American Sex podcast: From US
culture. People choose to circumcise their
children for religious reasons or societal/
cultural reasons. Sometimes it’s as simple
as parents wanting their children to grow
up looking like their dad. Others don’t think
of it as much of a choice at all, it’s simply
‚what we do.‘ People tend to be afraid of
what they aren’t familiar with or what seems
‚weird.‘ Although over the last few decades
circumcision rates have been falling in the US,
not circumcising is still considered “strange” to
a large enough percentage of the population.

Megatron: A lot of it is
societal and cultural.
Think of the way toxic
“ ME N W ITH FORE SKINS
masculinity has failed men.
The expectation is they
TE ND TO HAV E
must be proud, strong,
and masculine (and doubly
HE IGHTE NE D SE NSATIONS
so when it comes to their
AROUND THE TIP OF THE IR sexuality) at all times.
As a result, men aren‘t
PE NIS, W HIC H MAKE S
encouraged to express
THE M MORE RE AC TIV E
their feelings and don’t
feel as comfortable talking
AND SOME TIME S QUIC KE R
about their physical selfTO E JAC UL ATE .”
esteem and how it relates
to their emotions. This is
SUNNY RODGERS
especially true for straight
men. An exception to this
is men who are part of some sort of sexpositive community that may feel safer being
vulnerable – but overall those numbers
are small.

Dr. Hernando Chaves, Licensed Sex
Therapist and Relationship Coach:
Historically, most countries did not practice
circumcision and the intact penis stigma was
less prevalent. In the US, the masturbation
panic of the 19th century led to a surge in
promoting circumcision as a remedy to self
pleasure. In addition, doctors promoting
circumcision for aesthetic, medical, hygienic,
and cultural reasons led to an increase in the
stigma of uncircumcised penises over the
generations.

Is circumcision declining in the US?
Rodgers: Circumcision has definitely been
in decline since the mid-1970’s. A lot of
this is due to modern parents thinking that
circumcision is cruel, a mutilation or a decision
that they shouldn’t make on behalf of their
children. Another consideration is the fact
that Medicaid does not cover the cost of
circumcision in several states.
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In Denmark, doctors have made circumcision
illegal. How do most American doctors
view this practice? Are their views medically
correct, or tainted by stereotypes?
Megatron: Both. Doctors are members of
our society so of course some are clouded
by cultural and societal reason. Others
may believe it the correct thing for religious
reasons. Medically organizations like the CDC
and the American Academy of Pediatrics do
support circumcision as being recommended
as the healthier option in the long run and
many (but not all) doctors do follow their
recommendations.
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Chaves: US doctors have various views
on the medical necessity of circumcision.
Some view it as a standard operation for
all newborn males and others see it as only
necessary if there is a medical complication.
There is conflicting evidence on the efficacy
of circumcision as a prevention mechanisms
for certain types of cancers, UTI‘s, and STI‘s.
Sadly, many doctors do not factor in the ethics
of consent or patient informed choice with
an operation that is irreversible. In addition,
circumcision is a multi-million dollar industry
where doctors and insurance companies profit
from this procedure.  

How do North American versus European
attitudes contribute to how we think about
uncircumcised penises on each respective
continent?
Megatron: Recent studies show the
circumcision rate in the US double that
in Canada and to my understanding it’s
also lower in Mexico as well. It’s really the
US carrying the weight in North American
circumcision rates.
Chaves: Most of Europe, Latin America,
Asia, and the majority of the world does
not routinely practice circumcision. In North
America, attitudes vary as Canadian and
Mexican cultures generally have less stigma
surrounding uncircumcised penises than
American culture. Europeans generally are
predominately uncircumcised populations
which greatly reduce stigma. Generally when
something is in the majority, it is more
widely accepted.

What are some pros and cons to having an
uncircumcised penis? Is there a difference in
sensation?
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Megatron: There is a lot of evidence
indicating that uncircumcised penises are
much more sensitive and experience more
sexual pleasure. Also by not going through
circumcision, risks of something going
wrong with the surgery is eliminated. The
CDC, however, recently revised circumcision
guidelines stating that the risk of vaginal
to penile transmission of HIV is reduced
50–60 % with circumcision and transmission
of HPV is reduced by 30 %. Hence, the CDC
and American Academy of Pediatrics take
the stance that the benefits of circumcision
outweigh the risks. Opponents dispute
these statistics pointing out that STI rates in
European countries where circumcision is
almost unheard of do not experience elevated
rates in these STIs.
Rogers: Absolutely – even if it’s subtle, there
is definitely a difference in sexual sensations
between a circumcised and uncircumcised
penis for both partners. Men with foreskins
tend to have heightened sensations around
the tip of their penis, which makes them
more reactive and sometimes quicker to
ejaculate. A lot of women claim they feel more
stimulating movement when having sex with
an uncircumcised partner. Although most
foreskins stretch out and disappear when a
penis is fully erect, the extra skin
can gather a bit during thrusting
and can add extra stimulation
for their female partners.
Chaves: There are a
number of benefits to
having your foreskin.
Foreskin has a high
number of meisner
corpuscle nerve
endings which
greatly increase
sensitivity. The
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same nerve endings that create extra
sensitivity feeling when touching
your inner hand and palm. The
foreskin serves as a gliding
mechanism which facilitates
intercourse. This can
reduce friction, decrease pain
during intercourse, and increase
pleasure. Also, there is research
that suggests being uncircumcised can
reduce the possibility of experiencing some
sexual concerns/dysfunctions. Some
difficulties to being uncircumcised include
needing to pay attention to your hygiene as
the foreskin can foster the development of
smegma as well as dealing with possible
shame or discomfort with not accepting your
foreskin in a stigmatizing society.

Should circumcision stay a tradition in some
religions and within the US, or should we
rethink this practice and wait until a man is a
consenting adult?

and in America. Political laws may conflict
or support religious and cultural laws, which
makes this an uphill battle in many parts of
the world. Personally, I believe each child
has the right to their body, all of it‘s parts,
and shouldn‘t have consent taken away from
them during circumcision. Many people have
conflicting views about female circumcision
and male circumcision and I don‘t see how
we can stand up for the rights and genitals of
one gender and not for the other. I am against
childhood circumcision without medical
necessity because of the lack of consent
involved. If someone is an adult and they
choose to remove their foreskin, they should
have every right to do so.

This interview is contributed
by Colleen Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent

Megatron: With the exception of religion
(which is a very valid reason to be procircumcision), for societal reasons circumcision is falling out of fashion in the US. Many
are starting to feel that performing an elective
surgery on an infant is unnecessary and
runs the risk of being damaging later in life. If
someone is opting to circumcise their infant
simply because “it’s what I thought I was
supposed to do,” I personally support waiting
until that child is an adult and can make their
own decision. The ethics of performing an
unnecessary surgery on someone that cannot
consent come into play in situations like this.
Chaves: The challenge we run into is
circumcision is an integral part of many
religious faiths such Islam and Judaism and
numerous cultures in Africa, the Middle East,
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LoveSync removes any vulnerability that’s

associated with making the first move
Lov e Sy nc a i m s to m a k e c o m m u n i c a ti o n i n the bedro o m ea sier

Sex can easily be marred by insecurities, even in committed relationships. What if you are not sure whether
your partner is in the mood right now? Do you still make the first move and risk being rejected? Does that put
pressure on your significant other? These issues and questions have been bugging Ryan and Jenn Cmich for a
while. Their solution is LoveSync, a nifty product that, with just two little buttons, helps partners signal to one
another when they are in the mood and when their advances might be turned down. In our EAN interview, Jenn
Cmich talks about the product and the advantages it offers.

“A LOT OF COUPLES WERE GENERALLY SATISFIED WITH
THEIR SEX LIVES BEFORE, BUT LOVESYNC HAS HELPED
THEM UNCOVER MANY MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR SEX
THAT THEY DIDN’T EVEN REALIZE WERE THERE.”
JENN CMICH

Ryan and Jenn
Cmich, the inventors
of LoveSync
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LoveSync is a pair of buttons a couple can
press to signal that they are in the mood
for sex. Would that sum up your product?
Jenn Cmich: Yes, but the key feature
of LoveSync is that your partner will
only know if you are in the mood for sex
if they are, too. LoveSync is different
from sending your partner a sext or any
of the other more conventional ways of
signalling you partner, because with all of
those methods you are putting yourself
out there without knowing if your partner
will reciprocate. LoveSync removes any
vulnerability that’s associated with making
the first move. If just one partner taps their
button, the buttons don’t light, so the
other partner is none the wiser. However,
if both partners tap their button within a
set timeframe, the buttons glow, signalling
that you are both thinking the same thing.
LoveSync is simply a new, nonverbal way
to communicate romantically with your
partner. It makes connecting easier by
eliminating mixed signals or trying to guess
if your partner is in the mood, resulting in
more frequent intimate encounters.

How did you come up with the idea of
creating LoveSync?
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Jenn Cmich: My husband and I, Ryan, are cofounders of LoveSync and it was Ryan’s idea.
We consider ourselves a pretty mainstream
couple, happily married with a healthy sex life.
That said, we have children and jobs and a
busy life that was leaving us less connected.
One night as we were lying in bed Ryan was
feeling a little frisky, but also tired from the day.
He wanted to have sex but wasn’t sure how
I was feeling and didn’t have a lot of energy
left to ‘get me in the mood’. That’s when he
thought ‘what if there was a way to know if
she’s thinking the same as me without having
to ask every time’, and the idea was born.

Did you have any previous experiences in
creating products for couples? Could you
share your background with us?
Jenn Cmich: No, we
don’t have experience
creating products for
couples. Ryan is a
mechanical engineer
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and does have experience creating consumer
goods, but not in this industry. I have a
marketing and sales background and am
currently an Operations Manager for a marriage
and family counselling practice.

What were the challenges you had to
overcome to make this product a reality?
Jenn Cmich: Conveying the real value of
LoveSync is our biggest challenge. LoveSync
is a completely new idea, there’s nothing
else on the market like it, so getting people
to understand how it works and why it will
improve their relationship is something we’re
constantly working on. Stephen Colbert
called it ‘Tinder for couples’, which is about
the closest comparison there is. As a totally
new idea it will take some time
to shift people‘s perspective.
When online dating was first
introduced there was a
stigma with, with people
thinking only loners

I N T E R V I E W

living in their parent‘s basement would need it
right? Eventually there was a culture shift and
now it‘s the most common way couples meet.
We‘re excited when we get opportunities like
this to have a real discussion about the value
of LoveSync, to put us one step closer to that
cultural shift.

After a successful crowdfunding campaign,
you shipped the first batch in August 2019.
How was the feedback you’ve gotten from
your customers?
Jenn Cmich: We’ve received some really
positive feedback, with the main theme being
similar to what Ryan and I were feeling – a lot
of couples were generally satisfied with their
sex lives before, but LoveSync has helped
them uncover many more opportunities
for sex that they didn’t even realize were
there. Also, that having a non-verbal way
of communicating their desires is really
something they needed and didn’t know it.
Many in long-term relationships have said that
LoveSync has added a sense of anticipation
back into their sex life that they’ve been
missing for a long time. After using LoveSync,
you realize how fulfilling it is to know that
your partner really wants you in that moment
and that they’re not just going through the
motions because you initiated. For those more

reluctant to discuss their desires with their
partner, we’ve heard LoveSync actually makes
conversations about sex easier, as it acts as
an icebreaker on the topic.

Critics might argue that your product hinders
communication, which is important for every
relationship. What’s your reply?
Jenn Cmich: Yes, our most common question
is ‚Why can‘t you just ask your partner if
they‘re in the mood?‘ Our answer is, you
can and you should. LoveSync is not meant
to replace conversation, talking with your
partner is an important part of maintaining
a healthy relationship. LoveSync simply
offers an additional means of communicating
your desires to your partner. Land lines,
cell phones, texting and social media have
all made connecting to your existing social
network easier, which means most of us
communicate with our family and friends more
than we ever used to. LoveSync does the
same for couple‘s sex lives. Also, LoveSync
is not meant to be the only way of initiating.
After a romantic dinner with no distractions,
for example, it‘s likely that one thing will lead
to another and the evening will have a happy
ending. LoveSync is to help out on those more
routine evenings, when there‘s a lot of other
demands on your time and attention and sex
isn‘t top of mind. When you‘re only feeling
energetic enough to make the first move if
you knew your partner would be receptive. In
those situations, LoveSync offers discretion

If you are in the
mood for sex,
simply push the
LoveSync button
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gap and utilize tech to help couples connect
more with each other to build a stronger, more
satisfying intimate life together.

You are currently working on an app version of
LoveSync. How far along is this project?

LoveSync shows
whether both partners
are romantically
inclined at the moment

with regard to sharing your desires. One of
the key reasons online dating has displaced
family and friends as the most common way
couples meet is because people don‘t want
to share their dating preferences with their
Mom and friends. In the same way, many
people don‘t want to share their every sexual
impulse and desire openly with their partner.
With LoveSync, you can act on every impulse,
knowing it will only be shared with your
partner if your impulses match.

Jenn Cmich: We are working to offer
LoveSync as a mobile app. We‘ve received a
lot of feedback from couples that love the idea
behind the technology, but the buttons won‘t
work for their particular living situation (they
sleep in separate bedrooms, go to bed at
different times, etc). So, we are developing an
app that will have all of the same functionality
as the button but will allow couples to utilize
it from their smartphone. We‘re shooting
to launch the app in early 2020, if folks are
interested, they can subscribe at lovesync.
com/app to be the first to know when
it‘s available.

Will the app have new features?
Jenn Cmich: Initially, the app will have all the
same features as the buttons, but we have
pretty extensive plans for lots of new features
that will be added over time.

Which role could or should technology play in
relationships and sexuality in general?
Jenn Cmich: Technology is already a part
of most of our relationships and sexuality. If
you’ve ever sent your partner a sexy text, then
you’re already utilizing technology as a part
of your sex life. In our opinion, there’s limited
options in terms of technology to help those of
us already in relationships. There’s countless
dating and hook up apps for singles. And
there’s also a lot of sex tech focused on selfsatisfaction, between virtual porn and smart
sex toys. With LoveSync, our goal is to fill that
150

Can the app be paired with the physical
buttons as well?
Jenn Cmich: Eventually, yes. The buttons are
not currently wi-fi enabled, but we do have
future plans to enable pairing of the app and
the physical buttons.

Where can retailers in Europe turn to if they
want to offer LoveSync in their stores? Are you
working with distributors in Europe?
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“A LOT OF COUPLES WERE

GENERALLY SATISFIED WITH THEIR
SEX LIVES BEFORE, BUT LOVESYNC

HAS HELPED THEM UNCOVER MANY
MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR SEX

THAT THEY DIDN’T EVEN REALIZE
WERE THERE.”
JENN CMICH

Jenn Cmich: Currently we are only selling
direct to consumer via our website. We are
certainly interested in retail and/or distributor
opportunities with the right partners. We do
see that a significant portion of our sales to
date have been to customers in Europe.

What can you tell us about your plans for the
future of LoveSync?
Jenn Cmich: We are focused on and
excited about the launch of the app. As a
free download, it will allow anyone to try the
LoveSync technology and experience it’s
benefits for themselves, which is so powerful.
Once the app is live, we’ll focus on prioritizing
and implementing our new features that will
help couples not only connect more, but also in
more satisfying ways.
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Being happy in a relationship

is the perfect basis for hot sex
J u l i a L ü p f e r t crea tes ga mes to f o ster clo seness a mo ng co up les

Keeping a relationship fresh and fulfilling isn’t always easy. But
if there is a shared set of values, that definitely makes it a lot
easier. This was the inspiration for “Kompass durch dick und
dünn“ (Compass through thick and thin), a game for couples that
was recently released by Julia Lüpfert’s company Julinga. In our
interview, Julia tells us about her game and her plans for the future
of her company.
Julia, the slogan of your company, Julinga,
is “Spiele zur Partnerschaftsentfaltung”
(Games for relationship growth). What is
your definiton relationship growth?
Julia Lüpfert: To me, relationship growth
means deliberately reflecting on your
relationship so as to realise its full potential
and make it a truly fulfilling experience
in the long run. It is a bit like personal
growth, but for couples.

You are also the founder of sex tech
start-up Laviu? Why did you decide to
develop games on top of that?
Julia: Laviu was unfortunately
shut down due to technical
problems before we ever
got to series production.
Which is a pity because
there was definitely a
lot of interest in our
product, a completely
noiseless sex toy.
So, after Laviu fell
apart, I decided
that I still wanted to
Julia Lüpfert,
the founder of Julinga

create my own company, and of course,
it had to be about the topic that is closest
to my heart – relationships. My husband
and I have taken part in numerous couples
coachings, but not because we were
fighting or anything like that; we did it just
for fun, which lent a wonderful sense of
levity to the whole thing. It really made us
happier as a couple, and it is this sense
of fun and levity that I want to share with
people. Ultimately, we decided on games
as the perfect medium for achieving
this goal.

Were there any lessons learned during the
Laviu project that helped you with Julinga?
Julia: Quite a few, actually. And most of
them I’m probably not even consciously
aware of. All the things I learned about
online marketing and press work definitely
helped get Julinga on track, and there
are also more general aspects such
as business structure and production
planning that carried over from this
previous experience.
Recently, you launched a game called
“Compass Through Thick and Thin”,
intended to help couples discover the
values they share and stimulate them to
have open and honest conversations. How
does the game achieve these goals?
Julia: „Compass Through Thick and Thin”
is aimed at guiding a couple’s conversation
about the values they have individually,
and the values they share, helped along by
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“Kompass durch dick und
dünn“ enables couples to
share their values in
a playful way

“ THE RE W IL L BE A W H O LE
W ORL D OF PRODUC TS IN
THE JUL INGA BRAND.“
JULIA LÜPFERT

playful elements such as special cards, guessing
games, and racking up points together.

Could you tell us how the game is played? What
happens in a round of “Compass”?
Julia: A game is divided into four parts, each
of them building on the one before. Firstly, you
focus on your own values, then there is a quiz
game about the values of your partner. The third
part of the game is about acknowledging and
appreciating these values, and in the final phase
of the game, you use questions to find the four
values that are most important for you as a
couple.

What inspired you to create this game? What
were the main influences?
Julia: My husband and I have been delving
into the concept and the various facets of
relationships for a long time, and since we are
both entrepreneurs, we are keenly aware of
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values in our professional lives, and we started
talking about the values in our private lives as
well, seeing how they make fascinating points
of reference in our relationship. We actually have
a list of our family values hanging on the wall in
our living room, and we regularly consult them
when making important decisions or when we
find ourselves on opposite sides of a discussion.
The values stand for the things we want in life,
how we want our relationship and our family to
evolve, so they help us keep our bearings in the
daily routine of our relationship. They are indeed
a compass, leading us through thick and thin.

Could you see your product being sold in erotic
stores as well? If trade members in this
market are interested in adding your product,
with whom should they get in touch?
Julia: Being happy in a relationship is the perfect
basis for hot sex, and there is a great overlap
with our own target audience. Also, people
who buy adult products generally like to try new
things every once in a while, so yes, this is
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definitely a market for our game. As a matter
of fact, I could see us catering more to this
innovation-driven market in the future. If trade
members are interested in carrying our products,
they can get in touch via info@julinga.de.

Will there be other language versions for this
game or future projects you are working on?
Julia: At present, the game is only available in
Germany, but an English-language version is on
our agenda for 2020.

What other plans do you have for the future of
Julinga? Are more games in the pipeline? Do
you have ideas for other types of products?
Julia: There will be a whole world of products in
the Julinga brand. At the end of January, we’ll
present our next game, which is all about
making decisions together. And we are also
working on a different game project that will
see the light of day later this year. And yes,
other types of products will definitely follow suit.
Anything that is in line with our goal of personal
growth in a relationship.

Julinga already have other
projects in the pipeline
following the launch of
their latest game
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We didn’t want to be

a Birchbox for dildos

Ca n d i c e S m ith th inks we ca n educa te o ur wa y into th e sex lif e we a ll deserve
Subscription boxes are the new black in the pleasure trade. Who doesn‘t want a curated selection of sex
accessories delivered to their door? However, Candice Smith doesn‘t think these couples‘ kits - often filled with
vibrators, lubricants, and kinky goodies or teasing toys – are enough without a bit of supplemental education.
That‘s why Smith founded the Kink Kit (www.thekinkkit.com), a box of pleasures that comes equipped with
directions to lead lovers on the path to better communication. Despite the brand‘s ear-catching name, not every
box is aimed at BDSM beginners. Smith‘s offerings include pleasure products, fun games and tips to get couples
talking, whether they‘re in search of the perfect spanking or need some sexual healing. Smith is actively seeking
new manufacturer partners to join her therapeutic mission. Thus far, she‘s teamed up with leading industry
sexperts like Dirty Lola and boutique brands like The Butters Hygienics Co to capture consumer hearts. Is the Kink
Kit the key to unlocking sexual freedom? Smith tells EAN how it‘s certainly a big step in the right direction.
Candice, tell us how you decided that The
Kink Kit needed to become a reality. What
personal experiences helped form the
groundwork of your business?
Candice Smith: I grew up without any
formative sex education. I didn‘t know
how to talk about sex or advocate for
what I wanted, and suffered in terrible
relationships with bad sex for over a
decade. Curious to learn more about the
taboo of talking about sex, I pursued a
degree in Sexuality studies at Harvard.
I may have gained a clear academic
understanding of consent and theoretical
relationship power dynamics, but my
knowledge failed to translate into personal
relationship success.
Along the way, I had become fascinated
by relationship power dynamics, and
more specifically, the dynamics of consent
and powerplay in BDSM and kink. For
all my academic, theoretical know-how
about consent and relationship power dynamics, I did not know how to advocate
for my own pleasure or even talk openly
about what I wanted with a partner, so

Candice Smith,
founder of The Kink Kit
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my trend of bad sex continued until I
ended up in a sexless relationship. Years
later, when I got back onto the dating
scene, I had the opportunity to safely
experiment with kink for the first time and
experienced a revelation that changed my
entire relationship with sex and intimate
communication.
My passion literally and figuratively
renewed, I spent two years researching
and conducting personal, anonymous
interviews within the kinky community
and educating myself more deeply on
powerplay dynamics and the ins and outs
of consent. During this time, because of
my new understanding of healthy intimate
communication, I also found my first
deeply fulfilling relationship.
Not long after, the #metoo movement
came about. In reading others’ stories, I
began to come to terms with the severity
of my own dating life, but I also realized
how profoundly my new understanding of
my desires and pleasure had affected my
ability to enjoy healthy intimacy.
I realized that I wanted to create a new
method of sex education that teaches
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these intimate communication skills so many
of us aren’t taught. I knew that this method
of sex education would need to be relevant,
accessible, inclusive, age-appropriate, and
above all, sexy for adults. So I decided to turn
it into an experiential subscription box, with the
help of my partner. That was how the KinkKit
got started.

In the growing market for subscription kits,
how did you discover a niche for the unique
approach that The Kink Kit provides?
Candice: My intention wasn’t initially to create
a subscription box, but I realized that the
subscription box model was the best way to
deliver our unique sex ed ‚curriculum‘. My
mission is to create a new, pleasure-positive
approach to sex and intimacy education
for adults that gives them the tools for better
intimate communication and better sex.
Our overall method of sex ed ‚instruction‘
comes from education pedagogy and
a teaching style I used in my own classroom
called Experiential Learning. In Experiential
Learning, students drive their own learning
through experimenting with hands-on activities,
then reflecting on their experience, and
beginning the experimentation cycle again
with their new understandings.
Sex is the ultimate ‚hands-on‘ activity, so
what better way to teach better intimate
communication skills than through hands-on
activities that get you immediately practicing
with your partner?
We call the unique guided games and activities
that we create ‚Sexperiential Learning‘ games.
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Our Sexperiential Learning games are our
differentiator from traditional ‚sex toys in a box‘;
we believe they elevate the kits to experiences.
We didn’t want to be a Birchbox for dildos –
we wanted our boxes to actually give couples
the opportunity to have better intimate
communication, and better sex, by providing
guided instructional activities that help
them build new habits and cultivate a
respectful, consensual atmosphere of
intimate communication.

What feedback have you been receiving
from real couples who‘ve had their sex
lives changed by The Kink Kit?
Candice: We are proud to say that after
delivering our Kits to hundreds of couples,
the general consensus is that our experiences
do work to help couples express their needs,
and do result in better sex. Here is a recent
testimonial from a couple who started with our
Healing Kit:
“I hope everyone can experience the healing I
have from the kits! I signed up for the healing

I’d disassociated during sex and gave us the
language to support me! After a release of tears
and hugging we ended up experiencing more
intimacy than I’d had in my entire life. Our sex
life has improved so much
from that. Also, getting to
read the affirmation cards to
each other was surprisingly
“E V E RY K I N K K I T I S
wonderful as well - I was
D E S I G N E D TO B E A F U L L
worried they’d be cheesy,
but seeing my
I N TI M AT E E X P E R I E N C E
boyfriend’s face light up as
TA K I N G YO U F R O M
we read a few of them
changed my perspective
M E N TA L A N D V E R B A L
completely and made me
FO R E P L AY TH R O U G H
want to compliment him
more! We don’t always do
AFTERCARE.”
the games, but we love their
CANDICE SMITH
encouragement of fun and
after care. We’ve definitely
had more willingness to
explore different ways of caring for each of our
needs and more openness to conversations
around it. I think having the kit just makes it
that much more exciting because it’s a huge
reminder to keep exploring and trying
new things.‘

Give us a peek into what‘s inside a Kink Kit.
How do you curate the selections and design
the experiences each product brings?

kit [first] because my partner introduced me
to the whole idea of kink, but I had so much
unresolved trauma that I wanted a healthy
way to sexplore with him. It was beyond what
I expected. Sitting together and reading the
consent wheel made me realize how often
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Candice: Every KinkKit is designed to be a
full intimate experience taking you from mental
and verbal foreplay through aftercare. Each
Kit experience follows a particular theme, and
includes several of our Sexperiential Learning™
games for guided instruction and inspiration.
All Kits also come with several curated items to
enhance the experience - these items may be
sex toys, but we specifically wanted our Kits to
include a variety of items that aren’t necessarily
traditional sex toys.
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Every KinkKit begins with the question: what
makes for healthy, fulfilling long-term intimate
relationships? We look into the current
scientific research on sex, arousal, intimacy,
and relationships, and then distill those lessons
into fun and erotic hands-on activities and
games. We also gain inspiration from linguistic
studies, as our main focus is on improving
couples’ intimate communication skills.

What are the most popular boxes in your
product line-up? Why do think folks are
choosing these themed boxes the most?
Candice: I think Presence is our most
popular Kit not only because it offers a more
gentle introduction into kinky play and intimate
communication, but also because Presence
and mindful sex are issues that many couples
struggle with. Go out to any date night spot
and see how many couples are on their phones
instead of actively communicating with each
other. I have clients tell me all the time that at
the end of the day they sit on the couch with
their partner scanning their phones, a TV show
playing as extra distraction in the background.
This lack of Presence has ramifications in the
bedroom as well: distracted sex,
insecurities, lack of communication or
intentional touch – we wanted to create a
Sexperience Kit that would counteract these
issues. So the tantric-inspired activities in our
Presence Kit support mindful, intentional
intimate communication and practicing
intentional affirmations with your partner.

then look to curate items that would
complement these activities or add a new
and interesting element to them. Our
Control powerplay Kit, for example, has a
verbal “claiming” activity that uses a henna
cone for partners to temporarily “brand” each
other with written declarations of ownership on
each others’ bodies. We also look to curate
inclusive items that can be used by anybody
with any body, and try as well to cater to
potential allergies.
New manufacturers can reach out to us at
info@theKinkKit.com or select our “Contact
Us” form in our website footer. I especially love
working with other women-owned companies
whose values align with our own!

What are you next big plans for the Kink Kit and
your product line-up?
Candice: Next up for us: we’re rolling out our
“Just the Tips” line. We want to make our Kit
games more accessible: both for couples who
want a lower price point and for couples who
already have an “overflowing” toy box. We also
plan on creating more partnership Kits, and are
looking to introduce singles Kits in the
near future!

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent

How do you choose the manufacturers whose
products you include in your kit, and how can
new manufacturers become involved?
Candice: We start by designing our Sexperiential Learning games and activities, and
164
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The offer increase day a day but

customers are more selective now
L a u r a Co s a n o o n F lesh ligh t in 2019 a nd 2020

Laura Cosano, Marketing Director,
Fleshlight International S.L.

Fleshlight has once again achieved growth in
2019, and Laura Cosano, the company’s
Marketing Director, tells us how the team
managed this feat – and how they intend to keep
their impressive winning streak going in 2020.
Which is also the year when Fleshlight will celebrate
their 10-year anniversary in the European market.
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The Fleshlight
sales team

How satisfied is Fleshlight with the year 2019?
Laura Cosano: 2019 has been a quite busy
year. We have implemented many changes in
our company. First of all, Miguel Capilla has
taken on the new role of Global Sales Director,
travelling around the world and working closer
with our USA team. That has been a challenge,
but the effort is of great value. He’s doing a
great job, and the European sales team is
working really well with new members as
Alfonso Cala and Rocío Olivera, so we are
reaching results.

Are you happy with the developments in the
product category Male Toys? Is it still a growth
engine for our industry?
Laura: Absolutely, we keep growing despite
of the competitors and counterfeiters that are
trying to destroy our business.
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As number of products for men is growing,
some stark talking of an over-flooded market.
Others criticise that something ground-breaking
is missing in this category. Do you agree with
these statements?
Laura: The offer increases day by day but customers are more selective now, they don’t think just
in prices. They look for quality and guarantees.
However, a little self-criticism is in order, I think.
We need to invest in product development. I
don’t think that everything is already done when
it comes to male masturbators. On that note,
technology has to be added in male products but
also, we need to offer alternatives, meaning more
sustainable and eco-friendly products.

There were some changes at Fleshlight in the
spring of 2019 - for example, in the Sales
Department - which were linked to certain
goals. Did you achieve these goals?
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Laura: Yes, we are so proud of the work of all
the Fleshlight employees; everyone has made a
big effort this year. We have been compensated
with the Brand of the Year award at eroFame
and also with the nomination of Miguel Capilla
for Senior Leadership at the 2020 Xbiz Exec
Awards. We beat records last Black Friday in
our retail network, and we’ve been reaching one
million euros in wholesale almost every month.

Now for the new year: What are your ideas,
plans and goals for 2020?

And purely in terms of products, what were
your highlights in 2019?

What innovations can the market expect in
2020? Can you give us a foretaste?

Laura: We totally needed more diversity in
our masturbators, and we stepped up to this
challenge. We’ve launched some products with
very good results, for example Janice Griffith
has become the third bestselling Fleshlight
Girl in all the years. But also, the new

Laura: We want to keep opening new markets.
We are now present in South Korea with the
Cosmos company, but we want to be present
in more Asian countries as well as South
America and India. And of course, as every
year, we’ll work hard to increase our sales
in the European market.

“ I DON ’ T TH IN K TH AT EVERYTH ING IS
A L R E A DY DON E WH EN IT COMES TO
M A L E MAS T URBATORS . ”
LAURA COSANO

dark-flesh Fleshlights like Ana Foxx or Milan
Christhoper have achieved very good results.
Other surprises have been the Fleshlight Guys,
the dildos replicas of straight actors ‚have
taken flight‘ literally. As for the Fleshskins, we
need to listen to what our customers say to
improve it, because is a really good product
and we expected more of it.
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Laura: We have many surprises for this year.
In 2020, Fleshlight will celebrate 10 years in
Europe. It’s a great number to celebrate so
we’re planning many things, as much for
products as for our customers. You’ll know
more very soon…

Will Fleshlight remain true to its current sales
structure and continue to collaborate with
distributors and wholesalers?
Laura: Absolutely, we want to help our
customers more than ever. We’re working on
a new sample plan and corner plan for retail
stores and will offer new promotions for online
wholesalers. Everyone knows that Fleshlight
is always open to new ideas and to working
closely to offer the best results.

Does Fleshlight expect any major changes
in our industry in the near future? If so, what
could they look like?
Laura: As I said before, I think climate change
will be an important thing for our industry. We
need to be aware of that and have to create
products that won’t damage our planet.
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Just like sports, the ultimate

goal of sex is to have fun!
Ch a s e M y e r s o n lubrica nt bra nd Sp o rtLube
When SportLube was born, the goal
of the brand could be described as
such: presenting no-frills lubricants
that focus on the essence of what a
lube should be while also offering top
quality. In our EAN interview, Managing
Partner Chase Myers explains why less
is sometimes more and why more and
more consumers switch to SportLube
products.

Chase Myers,
Managing Partner
at SportLube

SportLube, a brand of HMB Pharma
LLC, offers high-quality lubricants
– one silicone-based, one water-based.
Before we talk about your products,
could you first tell us a bit about the
company and the people behind
the lubricants?
Chase Myers: We’ve been in the
business of selling personal lubricants
though online sales channels for almost
20 years. Though our experience is selling
other brands of lubricants, we thought
it was time to market our own brand to
consumers – SportLube.

There are already quite a lot of lubricants
on the market right now. How do your
lubricants distinguish themselves from
the competition?
Chase Myers: With our marketing and
packaging, we wanted to establish a
clean, fresh look with a simple brand
image, high-quality ingredients, and
great brand name at an affordable
price. The name SportLube is easy to
remember, and conveys a clean, fun
image for our product line. Just like
sports, the ultimate goal of sex is to
have fun!

Many manufacturers try to set their
products apart by offering a variety of
different lubricant flavors. Why aren‘t
there any fancy SportLube flavours?
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“ W E WANTE D TO E STABLI S H A
C L E AN, FRE SH LOOK W I TH
A SIMPL E BRAND IMAGE ,

HIGH- QUAL ITY INGRE DI E NTS ,
AND GRE AT BRAND NAM E AT
AN AFFORDABL E PRIC E . ”
CHASE MYERS

Chase Myers: There are already dozens of
brands with great (and some not so great)
tasting flavoured lubes. Flavoured lubricants
are great for oral sex but are unnecessary for
vaginal or anal sex. In fact, some of them
even get sticky. We wanted SportLube to
focus on the major segment of the market,
water-based and silicone-based lubricants
that are unflavoured and unscented.

SportLube has a distinct brand identity that is
already laid out in the name. Who do you want
to address with this brand? How would you
describe your target group?
Chase Myers: Our initial target audience
are gay men and women. We have been
the official lube sponsor for International
Mr Leather in Chicago, with IMRL 2020
marking our third year. Since the anus is not
self-lubricating, gay men need a lot of lube
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for anal play. Our silicone lube is a recent
favourite in this community. Women also love
our lube because it is a bit thicker, making it
great for toy play, especially our water based
SportLube. Of course, the straight community
is discovering that lube can enhance their sex
life as well.

Do you offer any POS materials for brick and
mortar stores or images and banners for for
web-shops?
Chase Myers: Yes, we do. We can provide
promotional materials including posters
and shelftalkers. We also have a very unique
display made out of a locker for busy stores.

Are you working with distributors in Europe? If
European retailers want to sell your lubricant in
their shops, who should they turn to?
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Chase Myers: We would love to work with a
European distributor. We are currently working
on getting an EU Rep. We have only just begun
working on it so it will be early next year before
we will be able to sell in Europe. Anyone who is
interested in carrying our products can contact
us at sales@sportlube.com and as soon as we
are ready, we will contact them.

Will you present other lubes or products under
the brand SportLube in the future?
Chase Myers: We will be offering larger sizes,
as well as different formulations in the future.
We actually have a new formula that will be
launching early next year. Stay tuned!

SportLube is primarily geared
toward the gay market
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The company continues to

grow and so is the team

E D C W h o l e sa le lo o k ba ck a t a n eventf ul a nd successf ul yea r
EDC Wholesale are more than happy with the way 2019 went for the company. The
acquisition of the online division of Beate Uhse is certainly one of the main reasons
for this satisfaction, but there is much, much more for EDC Wholesale CEO Eric
Idema and his team to be proud of, as we learn in this EAN interview. And since
resting on the laurels of past successes has never been part of the EDC DNA, the
Dutch distribution company is already busy at work to make the new year just as
much of a success as the previous one.
When you look back on 2019, what is
the first thing that comes to mind on a
business level?
Eric Idema: The first thing that comes
to mind is what a tremendous year it‘s
been for EDC Wholesale. I remember
you asking me last year what our plans
were for 2019 and at that moment, I
thought I knew what to expect for the
following year, but little did I know. Every
year, I look back and every time I think
to myself: I wouldn‘t have believed it if
someone had told me a year ago what
the future would bring us. Looking back
on 2019, I have discovered that there is
still room for growth in ourmarket and
that there are so many ways to reach out
to our customers and support them.

Eric Idema, founder and
CEO of EDC Wholesale

There have been many significant
developments at EDC Wholesale in
2019. Which were the most notable?
Eric: There have been many developments in 2019 indeed. Too many to
mention them all in this interview. But
the most significant developments
would be the acquisition of the Beate
180

Uhse e-commerce activities. With this
takeover, we invested in structures
that are going to allow for international
expansion going forward. Another
significant development was the new
packing machine in our warehouse, with
a capacity of 12.000 packages per day.
We had our first test run during the Black
Friday madness - with great success.

Are you satisfied with the results of
these changes?
Eric: Yes, I couldn‘t be more excited
about these developments and the
opportunities they have created for EDC
Wholesale. The company continues
to grow and so does the team. Each
month, we welcome new members to
the EDC family and it is amazing to see
how dedicated everyone is to their work
and how everyone strives to serve our
customers in the best way possible. This
is the only way to grow the way we do.

EDC has been on a path of growth for
years. Do you expect this development
to continue in the coming years?
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Eric: It‘s funny because you asked me the
same question last year and I remember very
well saying that I expected that we wouldn‘t
be growing in the next years as fast as we did
in previous years. But apparently, I was wrong;
there‘s still enough room for growth and I‘m
always looking for new opportunities and new
challenges. We pave the road as we go, so
we‘ll see what awaits us along the journey in
the coming years. I have ideas and plans and
goals, but recent years have taught me that
you need to be flexible and open to new
ideas so you can change your course
when necessary.

create other options for expansion without
having to move again.
We are also investing in international growth
and seeking new partners to help us launch
our brands. Our design team is currently in
the process of creating new brands to be
launched in 2020 and we are investing in
modern logistic processes that will help us
improve our service and further expand our
logistical capacities.

Why do you think EDC is so well prepared for
the future challenges of our market?

Eric: We‘re always looking for ways to improve
our strategy and we‘ll do this together with our
partners. But the balance between our house
brands and third-party brands will remain
stable, as third-party products are equally
important for us to offer our customers a onestop-shop wholesaling experience.

Eric: We listen to our customers and we try
to learn from others. Why invent the wheel
when someone else already did it? When
I see something that works, I‘m not afraid
to implement it at EDC Wholesale. We‘re
constantly changing and developing our
processes, which allows us to adjust quickly
to changes in the market and offer the bestpossible service to our customers.

What is EDC planning for 2020? Can you tell
us your plans and ideas?
Eric: We‘re planning to open a new showroom
and showcase our ever-expanding house
brands and our key partner brands. It‘s a
major project and with these plans, we are
going to fill the last free space left in our office
and warehouse. After the last move in 2016,
I expected this location to be big enough
for the next 10 years. But we have yet again
exceeded every expectation and grew bigger
than anyone could have predicted. Luckily,
these premises allow us to be flexible and
182

Will there be a change of strategy for EDC
Wholesale concerning the balance between
your own brands and third-party brands?

What are your wishes for 2020 (apart from
driving faster than 100 km/h on the motorways
in the Netherlands)?
Eric: Haha, good one! Well, I wish everyone
great success with their business in 2020,
and I hope that EDC Wholesale has a positive
influence on that success, and I would also like
to wish everyone a happy and healthy year. Live
the life you dream of, do it now and don‘t wait
till tomorrow.
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Making gender-free sex toys allows

pleasure to be more accessible to everybody
Onl ine re t a i l e r Wi l d F l o w e r c r e a te s th e f i r s t truly gender-neutra l, a nyth ing-go es sex to y

Nick and Amy Boyajian, the co-founding couple behind WildFlowerSex.com, have been spreading messages of
sexual expression ever since opening their online retail shop. The pair famously fought Instagram early last year –
and won! - after having their educational, sex-positive account temporarily shut down for so-called indecent
content. Whatever you‘re seeking at Wild Flower, you won‘t find it categorized by gender. The website and
corresponding Instagram account preaches the future of pleasure and sex toys, which eschew gender references
in favor of anatomical terms like penis and vulva. It‘s so simple, the whole industry will be wishing they thought of
it first. Wild Flower‘s latest contribution to sexual freedom is the Enby, a curiously-shaped vibrator that promises to
fit all your pleasure parts and work seamlessly into all the ways you play – no matter what genitals you‘ve got. EAN
debuts Wild Flower‘s first foray into sex toy design with an exclusive look at the Enby from all angles.
How did the wheels of creation start
turning in your minds as you
began to see a need for a new
kind of sex toy?
Nick & Amy: Enby’s
design came from three
major inspirations
and experiences.
Initially what

Amy and nick Boyajian, the
founders of WildFlowerSex.
com and inventors of Enby
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got us thinking was our good friend who
has recently gone through bottom gender
affirmation surgery. She told us that she
had to get an entire new set of toys for her
changing body. This was a big moment
for us – it was then that we realized that
we wanted to create a toy that could take
you through all stages of life, no matter
your anatomy or identity. Simultaneously,
we were also thinking about how there
were barely any toys on the market
for folks who like to masturbate on
their stomachs, especially people with
vulvas. We were getting questions from
customers who are pillow humpers
and grinders, and we didn’t have any
particularly amazing recommendations
for them from our store. Customers were
also requesting for a product that could
easily slip inside of a harness or between
bodies without the need to hold it in
place or strap it onto a partner’s body or
genitals. All of these experiences together,
plus the insight from our friend, set up
the parameters for what we wanted
Enby to look like and represent. It
took us many months and different
test models to come up with the
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slipped into a harness or underwear to add
extra vibrations. Its flexibility lets it contour to
your body. 4. Enby can also easily be slipped
between bodies (another common request we
get!). The ridges help it to stay in place, and the
motor easily stimulates both partners. We had
folks of all anatomies and identities test Enby to
ensure we were meeting all their needs. Many of
them came up with even more creative ways to
use Enby, so the possibilities are endless!

Why ‚Enby?‘ Where does this curious name
originate from?
design we have now, but it was important to
us to make a product that would be fit for
every body.

Customers have called Enby everything from
a bike seat to a manta ray to a folded burrito.
What the heck is Enby, really? And how can
folks use it?

Nick & Amy: As two people who identify as
non-binary with a large queer customer base,
we wanted our toy to reflect us as well as our
many Enby customers. Enby is an alternative
term often used for non-binary and is often
used as a term of endearment. We’ve been
told constantly by NB folks that shop with us
that they feel unseen or left out of the sex toy

Nick & Amy: Enby was specifically designed
based on feedback we‘ve received from our
customers, and fill gaps we‘ve seen in the sex
toy industry. There are a few primary ways to
use Enby we focused on during the design
process. 1. We felt that there was a huge gap
in the market for people with vulvas who
masturbate on their stomachs (which is
incredibly common!) Enby‘s contoured hump
is perfect to grind against, and the wings and
ridges at the bottom help keep it in place .2.
Enby‘s flexible wings allow it to easily transform
into a penis stroker, with textured ridges for extra
sensation. Many ‚gender-free‘ toys on the
market are designed with one genitalia in mind
and can sort of be used for another. Enby is
truly versatile and was designed with everyone
in mind. 3. At Wild Flower, we often get the
question of how to increase sensation for the
giver during strap-on play. Enby can easily be

industry. This was a way for us to say ‚we see
you‘ to those people. We also took naming our
toy Enby as chance to education others.
At Wild Flower, one of our main goals is sexual
health and pleasure education and knew that
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introducing the word ‚Enby‘ into people’s
vocabulary would help spread understand of
non-binary experiences while also introducing
the idea that a sex toy can be used by anyone,
with any anatomy.

When a distributor or retailer decides to carry
Enby, what does this say about their mission
and values? What can Enby bring their
customers something that they’ve never really
had before?
Nick & Amy: Having Enby available not
only gives customers access to a unique
and highly designed sex toy, it lets them
know what you support their pleasure, not
matter how they identify or what anatomy
they have. Based on feedback from our
current retailers, we’ve heard that Enby is a
hit with a variety of different people. Enby is
allowing customers to explore in ways that
many other standard vibes and toys don’t,
making it ideal for newbies or experiences
sex toy users alike. Firstly, having a toy that
can satisfy anyone‘s anatomy makes for a
great solo play or to share within a couple.
We’ve also have great feedback about Enby
being specifically designed for humping and
grinding with a vulva - this common way of
getting off isn’t usually acknowledged and
catered to.
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What can the pleasure industry learn from the
way you’ve decided to develop and market
Enby? What do you hope to see in the future for
the betterment of all consumers?
Nick & Amy: Making gender-free sex toys
allows pleasure to be more accessible to
everybody. When we label sex toys for a
certain gender, we limit the scope of possible
experiences, reinforce stereotypes, and in
most cases, end up paying more depending on
your gender. More so, gendered products still
adhere to our exhausted binary, meaning many
of us are left out. No one should feel like their
body or sexual desires are an afterthought or
aren’t represented. For too long, the sex
toy industry has prescribed identities and
preferences onto its users. We find that when
people are given the room to explore, it creates
space for them to prioritize self-love and
pleasure on their own terms. While we have
always supported genderless products, we
are pushing for the days when products are no
longer ‚For Her‘ or ‚For Him‘ by creating our own
toys, on our own terms.

This interview is contributed
by Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S. Correspondent
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Everyone has a butt, so I

wanted this to appeal to everyone!

A l i c i a S i n c l air a nd Z o e Ligo n h a ve wo rked to geth er o n th e la test b-vibe co llect ion
A new collection of three butt plugs
– that doesn’t necessary sound very
special. But what if this collection
marked a collaboration between
Alicia Sinclair, the founder of b-vibe,
and Zoe Ligon, one the of the bestknown influencers of the industry who
also owns Spectrum Boutique? Well,
that does sound very special. It also
sounds like a line of well-designed
products worth keeping an eye on.
Obviously, EAN was chomping at the
bit to learn more about the new b-vibe
x Zoe Ligon Textured Collection, which
wholesalers can order as of January.
So, naturally, we asked the two women
for an interview, and they told us how
their unique collaboration took shape.
Alicia and Zoë, you joined forces to
design the latest butt plugs for b-Vibe.
Could you tell us how this cooperation
came about?

Alicia Sinclair, founder
of b-Vibe, and Zoe
Ligon, owner of
Spectrum Boutique

2

Alicia Sinclair: It’s always been important
to me that I work with people who inspire
me to think in new ways about sexuality
and specifically about sex toys. I wanted
to collaborate with someone who could
add a layer of their own into the b-Vibe
colIection. Because I loved the Sex Stuff
series and have been a fan of Zoe’s social
media accounts, artwork, and writing for
years, it felt like a natural fit. Zoe’s work,
while mission-based like my own, attracts
a different audience and has look and feel
quite different than my approach. On a
personal level her experience and use of
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sex toys is also different than my own- which
was part of the appeal of working together.
We combined our two different personal and
work experiences into a collection of plugs
that uniquely represented us, as designers and
educators together.

Why did you choose to create butt plugs
instead instead of other products, say, a wand
massager?
Alicia Sinclair: We both really connected on
the idea of a butt plug collection and felt that
the most opportunity for innovation was in the
b-Vibe collection. It felt really natural to create
the Texture Collection.

What are the mutual characteristics that you
or your companies, b-Vibe and Spectrum
Boutique, have in common?
Alicia Sinclair: Both b-Vibe and Spectrum
are woman-founded brands with an emphasis
on inclusivity, sex-positive education, social
acceptance of sex toy use, and body-safe
materials. We’re both visible representatives
of our companies and have spent our entire
professional lives in the adult industry. To
be honest, I’m surprised we had not worked
together sooner.
Zoë Ligon: b-Vibe is one of the few companies
that provides educational materials along with
their products - and that‘s incredibly important,
especially with anal play! Just like with the
Spectrum Journal and b-Vibe‘s education
section, we both believe in being pleasurepositive while providing free access to sex
education. We also both think that body safe
materials and quality products are important
- inexpensive toys can be great for those just
getting into the world of toys, but paying a little
bit more for a higher quality product means
it will last longer, which means you create
less waste, and it also means that the people
involved in the creation of the product are being
paid better wages.
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The three plugs in the
Textured Collection
are inspired by fruit

Cooperation only makes sense if both sides
complement each other. What are the individual
strengths in this case, and how do they
manifest themselves in the final product?
Zoë Ligon: I have no experience with
motorised sex toy design and manufacturing
whatsoever, and I know it‘s incredibly difficult
to dive into toy design without a strong
relationship with a trusted team. Alicia brought
all her years of expertise in the industry. along
with a fabulous team, and I just brought the
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experience. I wanted to improve upon the
textures I like -- making them gentler rather
than scrape-y feeling -- and also put them
into beautiful, unique colours. They come in
three sizes; the smallest is covered in bumps,
the middle size has a more intense rope-like
texture, and the largest is ribbed. They each
massage the sphincter and rectum in different
ways which increase with intensity as you go
up in size. The nuance of how each one feels
is something best experienced rather than
described... but sometimes texture makes me
finish before I‘ve even inserted the plug all the
way to be honest!

Why add texture? What does this feature offer
to users that other plugs don’t?
The Bump, Swirl, and
Twist butt plugs are
available in several
different sizes

concepts and fresh ideas! Sometimes, we end
up working in our own lanes and bubbles for so
long that the second we team up, new ideas
are birthed.

As the name suggests, the new Texture Plugs
add texture to the existing b-Vibe line, which
has featured only smooth plugs so far. Could
you tell us about the new products in more
details? How many are there and how do they
differ from each other?
Zoë Ligon: The existing b-Vibe plugs all have
smooth surfaces and follow the traditional
plug silhouette or torpedo shape of the Snug
Plugs. I have previously had a few lowerquality textured butt toys that really blew
me away anally -- the texture makes the
insertion process its own separately orgasmic
192

Alicia Sinclair: There are over 4000 nerve
endings in the anal sphincter (just as many
as the head of the penis and half as many
as the clitoris). Essentially there is tons of
pleasure potential and aside from our Rimming
Plug, none of our products were designed
to specifically pleasure this area. With three
different textures to play with, there is a fun
selection process and opportunity to try each
of them. What I personally love most is that
these plugs are so multi-use; They can be fully
inserted, but their intended use is much like
anal beads- to massage the anal sphincter.
These are also quite fun to use vaginally.

Did you have a specific target audience in mind
when creating these plugs?
Zoë Ligon: Everyone has a butt, so I wanted
this to appeal to everyone! While the smallest
plug could absolutely work as an intro plug, I
saw these as being a collection for people who
are looking to add a little extra pizzazz to butttime, so it‘s also perfect for advanced players.
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“ W E COMBIN ED OUR T WO

DI FFE R EN T P ERSON A L AN D WORK

EX P ER I EN CES IN TO A COLLECTION
OF P L UGS TH AT UN IQUELY

R E P R ES EN T ED US , AS DESIGN ERS
A N D EDUCATORS TOGETH ER. ”
ALICIA SINCLAIR

I noticed that Zoë‘s name is not only mentioned
in the product name, but that a photo and
statement of hers are printed on the packaging.
What role does Zoe‘s reputation and
personality play in marketing Textured Plugs?
Alicia Sinclair: I think that Zoe’s personality
as a social media influencer, artist, and star
of Sex Stuff makes her an icon, specifically
for millennials. As a person quite well known
in US, and there being relatively few people
like her in our space, it is her reputation
and personality that makes folks feel more
comfortable and open to trying a sex toy such
as our Texture Plugs.

Now, a more general question: What are the
prerequisites for such a cooperation to work in
the erotic market and appeal to customers?
Zoë Ligon: I think that all b-Vibe releases are a
home run. They‘re a trusted brand that makes
it easy to create something appealing! As a
sex educator, I am constantly recommending
products by other brands and people, so to
finally put my name on something is an exciting
draw. The novelty of my design ideas and
b-Vibe’s trusted reputation made me feel quite
confident leading up to this release!
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Could you see yourself engaging in further
collaborations with each other in the future?
What would that look like?
Alicia Sinclair: There is definitely more to
come, with cooperation in different areas
already in the works. Since Zoe and I connect
on many aspects of our business, and we
truly enjoyed the process of collaborating (and
becoming lifelong friends) this is surely one of
many collabs that will be forthcoming.
Zoë Ligon: I would absolutely adore that!
We have collaborated in other, smaller ways
previously (COTR‘s Cowgirl was featured in an
episode of my series Sex Stuff) so I know we
have more collaborations between us in the
future. Whether it‘s design or content creation,
I‘m here for it!
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As many already know, the ThaiFest programme
consists of business and entertainment parts
The eighth ThaiFest is set to take place in Turkey
The region surrounding Antalya in the south-western part
of Turkey is often referred to as the Turkish Riviera, which is not
surprising considering the long sand beaches and blue sea this area has to
offer, making it a popular destination for locals and foreign tourists alike. This appeal
had long since attracted the attention of the ThaiFest organisers, and after ogling with the
location for a while, the eighth instalment of ThaiFest is finally going to take place in Antalya in
2020. EAN had the opportunity to talk with the organisers Marina Pavlova and Tatiana Lukicheva.

ThaiFest continues in 2020,
and the next destination is
Turkey, or more precisely
Antalya. Why did you choose
this location?
Marina Pavlova & Tatiana
Lukicheva: Yes, ThaiFest
continues its journey around the
world, and in 2020, participants
will spend 6 days (15-20 May)
in Antalya in Turkey: Kundu
district Asteria Kremlin Palace
5*/HV1 hotel. We had already
been looking at this location
for as the place for ThaiFest
in the past, and now the time has come.
We have made the final decision! Because
it’s not only a world famous ‚all inclusive‘
resort, but you also have the
Mediterranean Sea, hot sun, fruits, staff
ready to do everything possible for
impeccable relaxation, and a place that is
perfect for comfort as well as business.

The organisers of ThaiFest: Tatiana Lukicheva,
Senior Marketing Specialist of Astkol-Alfa Ltd.,
and Marina Pavlova, Marketing Director
of Astkol-Alfa Ltd.

How do you use to select your locations?
What requirements does a region or city
have to meet?
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Marina Pavlova & Tatiana Lukicheva:
Initially, ThaiFest was conceived and
hosted under the motto ‚from winter to
summer.‘ For most of us, summer is our
favourite time of the year because we do
not have of a lot of warm and sunny days
in many regions of our country, where
the majority of participants come from.
Therefore, one of the main criteria is the
possibility to enjoy the warmth, sunbathe,
and swim in the sea. Only once did we
change this rule – when we held ThaiFest
in winter in the Moscow region. It was a
special surprise for our foreign partners to
give them a better understanding of what
a real Russian winter is and for them to
enjoy plenty of frosty, snowy weather.
The second criterion is the hotel where
most of events of festival will take place.
It must meet our high requirements in
terms of service and have a platform
for business events. Hotels with
additional infrastructure offering free
services such as swimming pools, spa,
places for sports, etc. are more likely to
become the official ThaiFest hotel. The
third criterion is the flight. The festival
begins the moment you depart from the
airport, everything should go according to
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the planned timing, so if people are late due
to flight delays are simply unacceptable.
Therefore, we choose only regular flights of
trusted airlines.

How important is the location in the overall
context? After all, the main focus of your
event is to bring retailers together with
manufacturers and distributors, right?
Marina Pavlova & Tatiana Lukicheva: The
location is very important. All participants
should be pleased to be where we invited
them. It should be comfortable, tasty, warm,
cosy, they should enjoy a friendly atmosphere
every minute of their stay and feel that the
hotel staff and event organisers are both
taking care of them. Only then we can count
on productive work during the meeting of
retailers and manufacturers to achieve the
main goal of ThaiFest - to convey information
about the products and successfully
promote them to all the interested parties!
Good business can be done best when
you are not distracted by any other issues.

Are you planning to change the basic
structure of ThaiFest 2020 or will the event
be similar to those of previous years?
198

Marina Pavlova & Tatiana Lukicheva:
The main structure of ThaiFest will remain
unchanged – a combination of business and
leisure, training in small groups, exchanging
information and experience. But there will still
be some changes.
Last year, we successfully tested the format
of trainings not in one large hall, but in
individual rooms. ThaiFest-2020 will keep
this innovation, but with a small adjustment

“AL L PARTIC IPANTS

SHOUL D BE PL E ASE D TO
BE W HE RE W E INV ITE D
THE M.”

M A R I N A PAV LO VA & TAT I A N A L U K I C H E VA

due to the infrastructure of the Asteria Kremlin
Palace hotel in Turkey. The fact is that the hotel
has 7 comfortable conference rooms, each
with 80 sqm. These are very large halls that
can be shared by at least 2 brands without any
negative effects on the comfort of the training
sessions. Like last year, VIP Partners will
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conduct trainings in private rooms. Another
innovation that we will test at the upcoming
festival is the rotation of participants by groups.
Before, all clients were divided into groups for
trainings, and the composition of these groups
remained unchanged. This time, we want to
make sure that the participants can also move
from group to group, while each participant is
guaranteed to attend all brands’ sessions.
This is quite difficult, but a manageable task
- it will require an individual plan for attending
trainings for each client, but this way, we
will strengthen communication between all
participants of the festival.

Can you already tell us about the programme
you have planned for May 2020?
Marina Pavlova & Tatiana Lukicheva: As
many already know, the ThaiFest programme
consists of business and entertainment parts.
This year, in addition to trainings, the
business part will also include the ‚Naked
Truth conference of sex shoppers‘, which will
be held in an unusual format (which will remain
200

a secret for the time being). In addition to
the business programme, a lot of entertaining
events also await, including both, the hotel’s
animation programmes and events organised
by us (welcome Gala dinner, tour, farewell
disco party).

ThaiFest 2020 is the eighth ThaiFest in total,
meaning you have racked up quite a few years
of experience. What exactly do the participants
- retailers on the one hand and manufacturers/
distributors on the other - take home from
your event?
Marina Pavlova & Tatiana Lukicheva: First
of all, participants take home a huge amount
of information, both about individual products
and the adult industry in general. Manufacturers
receive invaluable feedback that helps them
improve their existing range or completely new
products to meet the needs of the Russian
adult market. Retailers receive answers to
questions that cannot always be found on the
manufacturer’s website. Our regular partners
know how unpredictable the questions can be
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that consumers present to adult retailers in their
stores. But the most important thing is that
during ThaiFest, all parties get to talk ad listen
to one another. And the information received
is not lost, but carefully analysed by all parties,
which makes this event so effective.

ThaiFest has been able to rely on a number
of regular partners who support your event
year after year. What are the reasons for this
lasting support?
Marina Pavlova & Tatiana Lukicheva: There is
no secret about this. Partners support ThaiFest
because they see how their brand is growing in

participate in our festival during the eroFame
exhibition in Hanover last October. But we have
started a so-called waiting list, and if, for some
reasons, a brand from the main list cannot
participate in ThaiFest, we will invite a brand
from the waiting list to join the event. Therefore,
anyone who wants to participate in ThaiFest
2020 is welcomed to contact us. Organiser
contacts: Marina Pavlova pmv@astkol.com
Tatiana Lukicheva tl.astkol@mail.ru

Since we are only just at the beginning of
the year: How will the erotic market in Russia
develop in 2020? Which direction will it take?
Will it grow?

“ PA R TI CI PAN T S TAKE H OME A H UGE AMOUNT OF INFORMATION, BOTH

A B OUT IN DIVIDUA L P RODUCT S AND THE ADULT INDUSTRY IN GE NE RAL .”
M A R I N A PAV LO VA & TAT I A N A L U K I C H E VA

the Russian market after the festival. For some,
ThaiFest is the first step to entering our market,
for some, it is a platform to further strengthen
their position, and for others, it a place to work
on mistakes. The main thing we see is that
many brands see ThaiFest as a really effective
event that helps them develop and strengthen
their brand’s position in the growing adult
market in Russia.

Do you still have room for new sponsors? Can
manufacturers and brands still contact you to
express interest in ThaiFest 2020?
Marina Pavlova & Tatiana Lukicheva: The
main list of partners has already been closed
since most of the companies already agreed to
202

Marina Pavlova & Tatiana Lukicheva:
Despite all the difficulties, the adult market in
Russia is growing and developing. Yes, on the
one hand, we continue to observe a drop in the
average sales in offline stores, but we also see
an increase in online sales, especially at
bigger marketplaces. The increase in sales on
these marketplaces is a global trend, and our
country is not lagging behind global trends.
You can argue a lot about the level of retail
prices on marketplaces - they are usually much
lower than in ordinary online shops, let alone
offline stores, and this discussion is ongoing but it is impossible to stop this process. What
can be done is to compete with marketplaces
not in price, but on the service level: quality of
consultation, accuracy of order fulfilment, and
speed of delivery.
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I like to think of our

audience as dildo connoisseurs
N e w Yor k To y Co l l e c ti v e ( NYTC) e m p o w e r s gender ex p ressio n with th eir h a ndcra f ted line o f a na to mica l to ys

Sometimes simplicity truly is the most effective method. For boutique pleasure product manufacturer New
York Toy Collective, creating high quality toys and fostering a sex positive culture are the only tenets necessary
for building a truly ethical, empowering brand. CEO Chelsea Downs and company co-founder Parker started
the New York Toy Collective out of personal necessity. The two were in search of wearable pleasure gear that
could easily transition from a night out to a play party. Most major manufacturers overlook the fact that many
queer-identifying folks use gendered toys for more than penetration or strap-on sex. As part of the queer
community, Parker and Downs were familiar with widely-used products like packers – which create the illusion
of a flaccid penis inside clothing - and stand-to-pee dongs – essentially hollow, realistic dildos equipped with a
cup shape at the base that covers the vulva, allowing vagina owners to urinate down the long shaft while
standing up. NYTC began as a small in-home project, with customers actually coming over to Parker and
Downs‘ place to match their skin tone to a poured silicone dong. Soon after, US sex-positive retailer Babeland
caught wind of the pair‘s innovative approach to customizing dildos. Now the company has vastly expanded
to a still-small but mighty manufacturing operation. NYTC can even claim an industry first: the capability of 3D
printing true-to-life dongs, allowing consumers to create pleasure products molded after their own bodies. The
brand is also famous for their dual-density dildos, a somewhat new way (at least to the sex toy industry) to
create the most realistic silicone penis experience possible, and poseable dongs that can bend and maintain
their position. NYTC has since become the ultimate resource for anyone with a playful approach to gender
expression and the LGBTQ+ community. The company promises more true-to-skin tones that cater to folks of all
races, normalizing a diverse approach to pleasure products that‘s been a long time coming. Chelsea and Parker
are consistently seeking new retailers to spread their mission of emotional connection and sexual freedom
without boundaries. Chelsea Downs tells EAN the story behind their ground-breaking business.
In a nutshell, who is the New York
Toy Collective?
Chelsea Downs: New York Toy Collective
is an adult toy company that specializes in
gender expression products. NYTC is best
known for their hyper realistic, posable,
handmade dildos. Over the years we’ve
expanded to offer gender expression products including binders, stps [stand-to-pee
devices], packers and realistic strokers.

How did you start making sex toys,
and why did you feel the world
needed your creations?

Chelsea Downs, co-founder and
CEO of the New York Toy Collective
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Chelsea Downs: We started in 2012
because we found it frustrating to carry
a bag of gear to dates and sex parties.
We wanted to be able to wear a dildo out
comfortably and discretely without
compromising on function or safety.
The only other soft or posable insertable
toys at the time were disposable, made
of porous elastomer with bendable
cores that snap or poke through the
material after a single use. We wanted
to create something that folks could use
confidently in their sex lives.
After about six months of research and
prototyping, the first working model of
Shilo was made. Initially, we offered over a
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dozen skin tones. Customers would come over
to our house and we would match our color
swabs to their hand and make them a custom
toy. By the spring of 2013 word has spread
throughout the queer party scene in NYC about
our products and we got a call from Phoebe
Grott, the head buyer of Babeland at the time,
that changed everything.

What sets
a NYTC toy
apart from
other silicone
sex toys?
Chelsea
Downs: We have
always offered toys that
allow people to express their
sexuality regardless of the bodies
they were born with. Our focus has always
been on creating products for communities that
have been historically overlooked by the major
brands. We are queer owned and operated
and to this day we still make the majority of
our products by hand. Because of this we are
able to use softer silicone in our products, and
we can guarantee that our silicone isn’t being
cut with additives like silicone oil, BPA, latex or
chemical softeners like Phthalates.

Who is your main consumer audience, and what
are they seeking in a toy?
Chelsea Downs: I like to think of our audience
as dildo connoisseurs, folks who have a collection of toys and value quality and innovation.
Generally speaking our customers like quality
products and appreciate the luxury of having a
handmade toy. Folks come to our brand when
they want a thoughtful product either for play
or for gender expression. We were the first
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company to offer packers with intact foreskin for
distribution, and we have expanded our gender
expression line to include STPs [stand-to-pee
devices], packing straps and binders.

What are your consumers praising about your
products?
Chelsea Downs: People love the selection of
4 skin tones for each item and whimsical colors
across the line. The colorful gender expression
items are particularly unique. I think folks also
like that we are small company run by real
people. We still answer our own emails and
actually integrate customer suggestions and
feedback into product development. We’re a
small group and we all wear a lot of hats.

How can the larger toy distribution and retail
industry get their hands on NYTC toys?
Chelsea Downs: They can email is at info@
newyorktoycollective.com. We’re always looking
for more retail partners.

Do you have any forthcoming designs or news
you’re excited to share?
Chelsea Downs: Yes, our latest product
release Jack, a realistic stroker designed for
trans masculine folks and our new line of cock
rings. We’re working on one
more design that will be
ready for the holidays or
valentine’s day.

This interview is contributed
by Colleen Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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I want to empower women to revel in their

sexuality and love themselves to the fullest extent
G ig i Eng l e , th e p o p c u l tu r e p r i n c e s s o f s e x educa tio n, p ens h er f irst bo o k o n living yo ur sensua l lif e to th e f ul les t

Multi-faceted sex educator Gigi Engle thinks vibrators can change the world – well, almost, but she still thinks
everyone should have one (or fifty). Engle is something of an authority on pleasure products. She‘s been
crowned a brand ambassador to some of the industry‘s most popular ethical manufacturers and written oodles
of articles on sex toy know-how for mainstream magazines like Cosmo and Men‘s Health. After years of
learning the ropes of everything sex – both as a journalist and sexual self-seeker of sorts – Engle has released
the culmination of a half decade of orgasms, personal struggles and sisterly advice. Titled ‚All The F*cking
Mistakes‘ (and yes, the asterisk is in the title, as EAN despises censorship as much as Miss Engle does), Engle‘s
debut book tackles every relevant topic within the sexual health space. No matter your retail customers‘ needs,
Engle‘s book should accompany their sex toy purchase. From reclaiming one‘s sexuality as a person of color
or member of the LGBTQ+ community to dipping one‘s toes into kink play to floating through the vast universe
of pleasure products, ‚All The F*cking Mistakes‘ covers it all and then some. Engle‘s starkly feminist views even
leave room for female readers to figure out whether they‘re actually playing the douche
bag in the relationship – a behavior which she unabashedly terms being a ‚fuckgirl.‘
Between zipping between her Chicago hometown and newlywed love nest in
London with her husband, Engle chatted with EAN on what‘s inside her new
book – and why readers everywhere need to buy a Womanizer, and pronto!

author of
Gigi Engle,
s‘
ing Mistake
All The F*ck

Give our European readers a little
peek into your background as a
sexual health professional. As we
know it‘s something of a laundry
list of sex-ed credentials and pro
credits, what exactly does your
career entail?
Gigi Engle: I started in
the journalistic space,
getting a degree in
journalism and
English from
Fordham University
in NYC. I then went on
to get certified
in sex education,
sexology, and sex
coaching with the

World Association of Sex Coaches. In
January 2021, I‘m
starting a program in London to start
down the path of becoming a sex
therapist. It‘s been a pretty wild journey!
I recently won Journalist of The Year at
The Sexual Freedom Awards which was
super awesome and humbling!
I work as a brand expert for Womanizer
and Lifestyle Condoms right now which
has been super amazing. I teach a variety
of classes surrounding sex education,
sexual wellness, body confidence, and
anatomy. It‘s really rewarding work. We
live in such a sex-negative culture even
today. Being able to provide education to
people who really need it is a vocation.
As a sex coach, I work with clients in a
‚forward thinking‘ model. I help them look
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“ E V E RY SINGL E W OMAN

S HOUL D HAV E A L AUNDRY
L IST OF SE X TOY S SHE
LOV E S AND SHOUL D
NE V E R BE AFRAID

TO W HIP T H E M O U T !”
GIGI ENGLE

at their sexual goals whether it be having more
orgasms, trying kink, opening their relationship
etc. and we figure out a game-plan on how to
get them there. It‘s very amazing to see people
grow internally and get the sex lives they want.
I‘ve seen so many women flourish and find such
power in their sexuality.

You‘ve been writing sex columns and articles
for big-name publications for years. What
made you realize it was time to transition your
knowledge to book form?
Gigi: I actually started writing my book when I
was 24. It‘s been a long, long process. I was in
my first job when I started drafting, and a year
later I got a book deal. I‘m 29, so this book has
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been 5 years in the making. I was writing all of
these sex columns and giving advice to
people and realized that I had so much to say. I
decided a book would be a great way to put all
of my thoughts and advice into one place. It has
been a true passion project and seeing it come
to life has been so joyous for me.The book is
very much a product of a younger me, in a way.
It encapsulates a different version of me in a
great way. I‘m excited to write more books that
will hold everything I‘ve learned throughout the
years and to keep writing books as I grow and
learn more. I‘m so excited to share this book
with the world and I hope it helps young women
because that is what all of my work is about. I
want to empower women to revel in their
sexuality and love themselves to the fullest
extent. We are so powerful!
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‚All The F*cking Mistakes‘ will be released to
the public in January 2020. It‘s a hard piece to
summarize considering the amount of topics
tackled in its pages, but could you give us your
best, brief overview of what we can find inside?
Gigi: It‘s part memoir, part advice book. It‘s a
no-nonsense guide from everything to buying
sex toys, to trying kink, to getting through a
hungover shame-spiral. I‘m like your agony
aunt, there through it all because I‘ve been
through it. It‘s a manifesto on taking ownership
of your sexuality and never, ever apologizing for
it. I don‘t ask for much, just the total and
unequivocal downfall of the patriarchy.

Considering we‘re speaking to a B2B sex toy
industry audience here, what does ‚All The
F*cking Mistakes‘ have to say about sex toys
and incorporating them into solo and couples‘
sexual discovery?
Gigi: It says everything there is to say about
bringing sex toys into your life. Sex toys are
a tool for empowerment and orgasms. Every
single woman should have a laundry list of sex
toys she loves and should never be afraid to
whip them out. The book walks you through
everything from celebrating masturbation, to
buying high-quality sex toys from good places,
to using them, to having conversations with a

partner about sex toys. My hope is after reading
the book, every single woman will go out and
buy a vibrator (or 20).

What sex toys or sex toy brands would you
personally recommend or have found to be
most popular among your readers and fans?
Gigi: The best products I‘ve found are
Womanizer, Dame Products, Unbound,
Le Wand, and b-Vibe. They are companies
founded and run by vulva-owners who
actually know what vulva-owners want.
They make high-quality sex toys from high-quality materials. I can‘t say enough good things
about their products. These companies span
the gamut of sex toys from vibrators, to kink
products, to anal toys.

How can the sex toy industry meet
consumers‘ modern needs while continuing
to improve their marketing and product design
approach? We‘ve improved a lot, but how we
keep up the good work?
Gigi: I‘d say the best way to keep
improving products is to listen to
customers. Use good materials.
Educate people through blogs on your
website written by reputable journalists.

This interview is
contributed
by Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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You‘re from France, but now you live
and work in Germany. Do you miss the
French „savoir vivre“?

Stephane: In Germany, same job…
and married.

Stephane Lies: Not the French “savoir
vivre”, only frogs’ legs.

How do you envision the future of the
sex toy industry?
Stephane: Play hard!!!!

What was your childhood ambition?
Stephane: To be a buyer, and I
realised my dream. I worked more
than 10 years for an import export
company as “Purchasing Manager”,
so cool!

What is your idea of a perfect
working day?

How did you get into the love
sex industry?

How do you relax after work?

Stephane: Opening my email and
finding a lot of orders.

Stephane: A shower with my boyfriend….
It can be so easy: One
day, you help a friend with
a translation, and shortly
after, you are the head of
your own company. Well,
we obviously skipped some
important steps along the
way, but in a nutshell, this is
the story of Stephane Lies
and his company SJ Trade.
And he is probably the
first interviewee in the long
history of Monthly Mayhem
who would switch places
with a Christmas tree for
a day.
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Stephane: A friend of mine asked for a
translation for a new powder lubricant
and after that, I built my company SJ
TRADE.

Who would you consider your role
model and why?

What was the biggest step in
your career?

Stephane: My father! I learned from him
how to work, how to respect, how to
share with others, how to enjoy the life.

Stephane: The creation of SJ TRADE,
starting from nothing and going up step
by step.

Where do you see yourself in
10 years’ time?

Imagine you have been asked to award
a medal to someone. Who’s the
lucky winner?
Stephane: For sure, my boyfriend! The
man of my life.
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Stephane Lies
Questions & Answers
Stephane: To the south of France to see my
mother and my friends.

Which personal success are you proud of?
Stephane: Conciliating my private and
professional life.

Which three things would you take with you to
a deserted island?
What do you particularly like about yourself?
Stephane: Smartphone, cigarettes, and
one dildo!

Stephane: My creativity.

Which vice could you never forgive?
Stephane: Betrayal.

“ E N J OY L I F E A N D P L AY
SAFE!“

What song do you sing in the shower?

STEPHANE LIES

Stephane: Charles Aznavour: “Mes amis,
mes emmerdes”.

If you could swap lives
with somebody for a day,
who would it be?
Stephane: Maybe with a
Christmas tree, because
everybody wants to touch
its balls. Or a lollypop to
be sucked all day long ….
OMG.

Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Is there anything you would never do again?
Stephane: My neighbour, OMG!
Stephane: I don‘t regret any of my choices.
With whom would you like to go to the cinema
and what film would you watch?
Stephane: I don’t like the cinema; I fall sleep
after 5 minutes.

You have a month’s holiday.
Where do you go?
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Do you have some good advice you want to
share with our readers?
Stephane: Enjoy life and Play Safe!
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